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ABSTRACT
Binaural: Trauma and Disability Representation in Cinema
by
Joshua Grossberg

Advisor: Marc Dolan
In the year 2019, the film business is undergoing profound change. Streaming
services like Netflix and Amazon have become major distribution outlets, threatening the
hegemony of traditional Hollywood studios and altering the kinds of movies that receive
a theatrical release. Gone is the middle budget film, replaced by franchises like Marvel
Cinematic Universe, The Fast and the Furious and Star Wars based on already popular
intellectual property. But that's not all. In the wake of the fallout of the #OscarsSoWhite
controversy and the #MeToo Movement, for the first time serious efforts are being made
both outside and inside the industry to ensure Hollywood movies truly reflect the diverse
culture which it serves. Diversity is the watchword with more and more films being led
by people of color and favorite franchises like Ghostbusters and Ocean's 8 being
rebooted via gender swapping the leads. Yet one area where Hollywood has made little
progress has been with disability representation with films starring actual disabled actors.
This capstone project, Binaural: Trauma and Disability Representation in Cinema, is my
bid to remedy the problem as a filmmaker by writing a screenplay that I intend to shoot
featuring a lead actress who has a noticeable disability. To that end, I have conducted
extensive research into the nature of the character's disability and how trauma has helped
shape disability representation in modern cinema, specifically within the superhero genre.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Trauma has a long, storied role in cinema history, dating all the way back to its
early silent days when the Lumière brothers produced The Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat
Station (1895). Then, as legend has it, audiences viewed with astonishment, and perhaps
a bit of shock, the disturbing image of a life-size speeding train bearing down on them,
almost seeming to jump out of the frame. Fast forward to today and we see trauma's use
as a storytelling device underpinning countless movie genres – everything from thrillers,
action films, horror and dramas to fantasies, westerns, historical romances, comedies and
their accompanying sub-genres. Examples include the psychological thriller, revenge
thriller, action thriller, psychological horror, slasher, splatter, zombie, romantic drama,
black comedy, comedy horror, romantic comedy, romantic tragedy, western, western
horror, historical epic, historical thriller and so on.1 In countless plots, the protagonist is
suffering from some sort of traumatic event that defines his or her character at the start of
the picture. In the ensuing journey, a deeper transformation often unfolds, one that will
ultimately give that character an opportunity to address that trauma and, with any luck,
overcome it. Through this process, audiences become invested in the story, determined to
see through to the end whether the protagonist will rise to the occasion and resolve the
trauma or fail, in many cases tragically. Whatever fate befalls such characters, trauma is
the narrative thread that binds the audience to them.
As a filmmaker working primarily in the documentary genre, I've encountered
trauma firsthand in the real-life stories I've set out to tell: from profiling a man diagnosed

1

Koehne and Kabalek, The Horrors of Trauma in Cinema. Violence, Void, Visualization.
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with congestive heart failure who was a week away from dying and narrating the struggle
of a professional musician suffering from the ill effects of Parkinson's disease to telling
the plight of refugees fleeing the violence of their homelands. But one story in particular
from my past work inspired me to explore the concept of trauma in a fictional narrative
— my documentary feature, A Bridge Life: Finding Our Way Home.
The film follows a Good Samaritan who helps a group of evacuees start their lives
over after escaping the disaster of Hurricane Katrina, which made landfall just outside of
New Orleans on Aug. 29, 2005, devastating the Louisiana and Mississippi coastlines. Just
when these individuals thought they were safe however, they discovered a murderer in
their midst. For after the Good Samaritan brought them back to Pembroke Pines, Florida
and helped them get back on their feet with jobs and a place to live, one of their fellow
group members, a mentally disabled man, subsequently murdered a local.
To me, the whole sad saga felt like something out of Hitchcock. But my interest
in trauma as it pertains to disability also grew out of another recollection. Some years
ago, I served as a juror in a civil suit brought by an Argentinian man whose left leg had
been amputated after he was run over by a garbage truck. The trial was gut-wrenching. I
learned about the trauma the immigrant suffered after losing a limb; the difficulties of
adapting to prosthetics; and the challenges of trying to reclaim some normalcy when
faced with several hundred thousand dollars in medical bills. At trial's end, we found in
the Argentinian's favor, awarding him several million dollars for the pain and suffering
he endured while taking into account the financial hardship he would incur for the rest of
his life living with this disability. For me personally, it was an eye opening experience.
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This capstone project — the crafting of a feature-length screenplay called
Binaural — is a natural outgrowth of my scholarly interest in trauma and disability. The
creation of such a literary creative product is also meant to serve my professional career
as the basis of a low budget film that I intend to direct. Working in several different genre
codes, but mainly within the psychological thriller framework, sci-fi drama and the tropes
of the superhero movie, Binaural will explore trauma and disability representation
through the story of Megan Swift, a 38-year-old actress who loses her legs under horrible
circumstances and must find a way to rebuild her life. Given my goal to cast an actual
double amputee for the part of Megan, the importance of Binaural in terms of disability
representation cannot be overstated. Rarely in the film business do we see the disabled
serve as the lead character in a movie, let alone played by a disabled actor. The particular
genres that probably do this the best are the thriller/horror and superhero genres – 1994's
Blink (about a blind musician) and 2016's Hush (about a deaf writer) come to mind from
the former while Iron Man (about an industrialist with a weak heart), Daredevil (about a
blind lawyer) and X-Men (about a paraplegic scientist) hail from the latter. But the
majority of these films, with the rare exception (such as Marlee Matlin in Children of a
Lesser God), ever actually star an individual who has such a real-life disability. My goal
is to remedy that.
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BINAURAL
FADE IN:
INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - RESEARCH LAB - DAY
DING.
CU: On a computer screen chat, a message arrives from “JOHN.”
The subject reads: “For Helen.” Below that is a painting of
HELEN OF TROY with an AUDIO FILE attached named BBT-1. A
mouse drags the file to a FLASH DRIVE on the desktop.
CU: DELICATE FEMALE HANDS unplug the flash
on a computer and carry it across the room
The hands gently place HEADPHONES attached
SARAH, a wheelchair-bound quadriplegic, so
the TWO ARRAYS planted on her scalp.

drive from a port
to another laptop.
over the head of
they avoid hitting

DR. HELEN STAMATIS, pretty bespectacled brunette, late ‘30s,
in a white lab coat and owner of said hands, smiles brightly.
HELEN
We’re gonna listen to something new
today... focus your synapses...
(beat)
You ready?
SARAH
As I’ll ever be. Right, Charlie?
Sarah nods to a ROBOTIC ARM three feet in front of her.
Helen presses PLAY on the laptop, then retreats back to her
computer terminal.
CU on SARAH’S TEMPLE and EARBUD: Sarah takes a deep breath.
Helen eyes the EEG monitor. We see A REDUCTION OF BLIPS on
the screen. An Asian neuroscientist, DR. ADAM KIM, enters.
SARAH (CONT’D)
It’s cool. Who’s the speaker?
Beats me.

HELEN

SARAH
You said Dr. Finnegan gave this to
you? Where is that hottie anyway?
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ADAM
John? He’s back from Bethesda.
Artemis wanted an update.
Artemis?

SARAH

HELEN
The Artemis Foundation. That’s
who’s funding us.
SARAH
Right. Can you turn the volume up?
Adam raises the volume on the computer. Goes over to Helen.
ADAM
Binaural beats, huh? You guys
should try crystals next.
HELEN
Laugh all you want. But revolutions
don’t happen overnight.
Adam scans the EEG monitor.
ADAM
Whatever you’re little experiment
is doing, her intraparietal is on
fire... the neurons are much more
pronounced now.
The CAMERA TRACKS IN on Sarah’s CLOSED EYES, concentrating.
Charlie the robotic arm starts to move along the slider.
Charlie’s titanium hand gently grabs a STRAWBERRY in a bowl.
Back to Sarah... she opens her eyes in a trance-like state.
Charlie’s arm swivels mechanically facing Sarah. It tracks in
Sarah’s direction... the hand getting closer and closer.
Helen looks at Adam, who’s intrigued.
Sarah’s facial muscles remain frozen, her gaze fixed as the
hand holds the strawberry above her. She tilts her head back.
CHARLIE’S POWERFUL FINGERS CRUSH THE FRUIT...
SPLATTERING RED STRAWBERRY GUTS on her face. Opening her
eyes, a tearful Sarah looks at Helen as we...
CUT TO:
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INT. KICKBOXING STUDIO - DAY
CU: BLOOD SPURTS FROM A MAN’S NOSE as a woman’s foot connects
with his face guard.
MEGAN SWIFT, 38, sporting black lululemon leggings and crop
top and standing in Muay Thai fighting stance, lands another
roundhouse to the face of ANGELO, her male trainer, before
realizing she’s drawn blood.
MEGAN
Oh my God... I’m so sorry.
Angelo grabs his nose in pain. Tilts his head up.
ANGELO
(high-pitched voice)
Happens all the time.
INT. KICKBOXING STUDIO - FRONT DESK - SOME TIME LATER
Megan, gym bag slung over a shoulder, approaches Angelo at
the front desk. Tape covers his nose.
ANGELO
That’s quite a weapon you got.
MEGAN
You sure you’re alright?
ANGELO
It was a fair shot. But if you want
to make it up to me, maybe lunch?
MEGAN
Angelo, that’s sweet. But I’m not
ready to date anyone right now.
Megan dons black wraparound shades. Heads for the door.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
Take care of that nose.
EXT. PARK - RUNNING TRACK - MORNING
Wearing her shades, Megan steps onto a track. She wears the
same active wear from kickboxing, her hair tied in a pony.
Megan lowers her body into a crouch position.
Megan launches into a sprint...
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And runs full speed around the track.
EXT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - DAY
A white six-story hospital on a research campus.
A chyron says: “North Shore Medical Center.”
INT. OFFICE - DAY
JOHN FINNEGAN, 44, bespectacled handsome neuroscientist with
neatly trimmed mustache and goatee, skypes with his blonde
assistant, DAINA, a bookish type who’s got a twinkle in her
eye for her boss.
JOHN
Daina, the Foundation will have
what they want soon enough - when
we’re done and no later.
DAINA
Understood, John. And I have the
eNeuro study you asked for.
JOHN
Good. Please print it out and have
it ready for me when I arrive.
John ends the call. A KNOCK. He looks up to see...
Helen in the doorway.
HELEN
Back to Bethesda?
JOHN
Our backers are impatient.
HELEN
Well they’re gonna like this news:
Operation Wild Strawberries is a
success.
John takes his glasses off.
JOHN
You achieved BMI?
Uh-huh.

HELEN
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JOHN
Who else knows about this?
HELEN
Just Adam and Patient Number One.
JOHN
Do not tell a soul. Not until we
replicate this. Tambora would pay
top dollar for this information.
HELEN
Congratulations. If it wasn’t for
the theoretical groundwork you did-John pounds his fist on the table and stands.
JOHN
I did nothing. We have a lot more
work ahead of us.
He walks over, closes the blinds.
JOHN (CONT’D)
But for now... it’s time for a
celebration.
John grabs Helen by the cheeks, kisses her passionately. He
hoists her up on the desk, starts ravaging her... unbuttoning
her blouse... kissing her neck and fondling her breasts while
Helen removes her panties from under her skirt. She unbuckles
his pants.
JOHN (CONT’D)
(heavy breathing)
I know... we’ve had... our ups and
downs. Maybe... the stress was
getting to me.
Shut up.

HELEN

Helen grabs his butt, pulls him inside her. She moans in
ecstasy. Helen then grabs his shoulders and hauls herself
into his arms so fast the two fall out of frame.
INT. AUDITION STUDIO - DAY
Megan steps in front of a blank wall looking into a CAMERA as
it frames her up.
Filming Megan are a CASTING DIRECTOR and CAMERAMAN.
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CASTING DIRECTOR
And you are?
MEGAN
Megan Swift, SAG member, Age 38.
CASTING DIRECTOR
Okay... go ahead.
MEGAN
Divorce is a stressful experience.
Add kids and custody issues to the
mix and it’s even worse. But legal
fees shouldn’t be. Ridgeview Family
Law can help. Ridgeview’s ten years
and 10,000 cases of experience
throughout the Tri-State area-CASTING DIRECTOR
Okay, that’s good. Thank you.
MEGAN
I didn’t even get to the 1-800.
CASTING DIRECTOR
No need. Next.
EXT. RESTAURANT - DAY
A gorgeous day. Megan sits on a patio at a posh Greek cafe.
Waiting impatiently, she takes a selfie.
CU: Megan plays with the shot, making a seemingly prosaic pic
Insta-worthy. She adds a caption: “Feeling 100!” She posts
the photo to her nine hundred thousand-plus followers.
Megan sighs, glances at her watch. Just then, Helen arrives.
HELEN
So sorry I’m late.
MEGAN
You were tardy to my Bat Mitzvah.
HELEN
And I’ll never live that down. How
was the audition?
MEGAN
Easy come, easy go. But I’ve got
one for a Marvel series coming up.
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HELEN
Meaty role?
MEGAN
A fight scene. I play the hero.
HELEN
Your industry is so tough. I could
never do what you do.
MEGAN
That makes two of us, Ms. Roboto.
Helen’s purses her lips, excitement in her eyes.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
I know that mischievous look.
Something’s up.
HELEN
(leaning in, speaks
softly)
We did it.
MEGAN
Who... you and Doctor Hot?
HELEN
We always love a quick fuck in the
office. But no, I’m talking about-MEGAN
Operation Strawberry Fields?
HELEN
Wild Strawberries. Sarah ate one
yesterday just by thinking it.
MEGAN
Cause nothing is real, remember?
Helen rolls her eyes.
HELEN
You can’t tell anyone.
A WAITRESS arrives.
WAITRESS
You guys ready?
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MEGAN
That’s amazing! We need a toast!
(to the waitress)
Two strawberry bellinis, please.
EXT. SUBURBAN STREET - DAY
Helen and Megan stroll down the street.
MEGAN
So Angelo asked me out today.
HELEN
Your trainer?!
MEGAN
Yeah, after I bloodied his nose.
HELEN
Guess we know who wears the pants.
Tell me you said yes.
MEGAN
I barely know the guy.
HELEN
He packs a 40-inch chest and 14inch biceps. What more do you need?
MEGAN
The divorce isn’t final yet.
HELEN
Jesus, Megan, I’m just telling you
to take the stallion out for a
ride, not win the Triple Crown.
MEGAN
I love your metaphors.
HELEN
I got breedin’ on the brain and no
one to take out to stud.
Megan and Helen reach a street corner. They stop, waiting for
the WALK SIGN.
MEGAN
What about John? Does he want kids?
HELEN
John? He’s all work and no play. I
doubt he’d entertain the idea.
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MEGAN
Well, maybe if you guys officially
came out as a couple.
HELEN
Not while he’s the boss. But you,
on the other hand, you’re free.
MEGAN
I can’t stop thinking about Doug-HELEN
Megan, set aside the fact that he’s
an agent, which is bad enough. Your
ex-husband’s an asshole. I will not
forgive him for what he did to you.
MEGAN
I know. But I saw this...
Megan takes out her phone. She shows Helen her Instagram.
CU: Her ex, DOUG, late 30s with rugged good looks, taking a
selfie on an exotic beach, a BUXOM BLONDE MODEL on his lap.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
He promised he’d take me to Bora
Bora. And he’s there with her!
HELEN
Megan, forget him.
MEGAN
Do you know how that makes me feel?
The walk sign changes to proceed.
HELEN
I get it. But for your own good,
you’ve gotta move-LOOK OUT!

MEGAN

Out of nowhere, we hear a CAR as Megan turns in horror.
MEGAN’S POV: A SPEEDING BLACK SUV jumps the curb.
Megan shoves Helen out of the way just as...
THE SUV SLAMS INTO HER. We hear a THUMP.
Megan’s smartphone SHATTERS on the street.
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We see Helen sit up in SLOW MOTION from the ground.
MEGAN!!!

HELEN

CU: Megan’s cheek pressed against the hood of a car. BLOOD
drips from a gash in her forehead.
MEGAN’S POV: In the chaos, Megan makes out a goateed SWARTHY
MAN behind the wheel, SUNLIGHT GLINTING OFF HIS GOLD WATCH.
The SUV’s TIRE burns rubber as the vehicle backs up...
Freeing Megan who falls to the ground on the other side.
BLACKOUT.
We hear a LOW PULSATING VIBRATION... like a thousand bees
swarming in slow motion.
EXT. SUBURBAN STREET - DAY
MEGAN’S POV: Her vision blurring in and out, Megan sees Helen
and two BYSTANDERS rush to her side.
HELEN
Somebody call an ambulance!
MEGAN’S POV: Helen examines Megan’s injury, mortified.
HELEN (CONT’D)
(voice echoing)
Megan, you’re gonna be okay...
(yelling to a bystander)
We need North Shore. They have the
best trauma unit!
A HIGH-PITCHED TINNITUS sound kicks in over the vibration.
FLASH TO:
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
MEGAN’S POV: Helen walks alongside John as he and SEVERAL
NURSES wheel Megan on a gurney into the OR.
JOHN
I came as fast as I could.
HELEN
It’s a hematoma.
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JOHN
We have to drain it. Among other
things. Alright, knock her out.
MEGAN (O.S.)
Please don’t let me die... don’t
let me die... don’t let me die...
The high-pitched tone and vibration crescendo and cut out.
FADE TO BLACK.
TITLE UP:
BINAURAL
INT. CONFERENCE HALL - DAY
A nattily dressed John wearing a wireless mic commands a
stage before a large audience. Projected behind him is a
PICTURE of scientist Stephen Hawking.
JOHN
The brain is a remarkable machine.
See this photo of the late great
physicist Stephen Hawking...?
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
MEGAN’S POV: Doug stands over her.
JOHN (V.O.)
Right now, your brain is assessing
a function with two variables. The
input is the info your eyes relay
to your occipital lobe in the form
of a vast quantity of pixel colors.
DOUG
Sweetheart, the doctor says you’re
gonna be okay.
Doug?

MEGAN (O.S.)

DOUG
Rest now. I’ve gotta get back.
To where?

MEGAN (O.S.)
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Bora Bora.

DOUG

JOHN (V.O.)
The output is the image your
brain’s database is calling up from
its deepest recesses of learning to
identify the person in the photo...
INT. CONFERENCE HALL - DAY
CU: We see John in Steve Jobs mode, gesticulating wildly.
JOHN
Such image classification occurs in
literal nanoseconds! Millions of
synapses all firing in harmony with
an image of Stephen Hawking that
your brain has stored and now
recognizes!
A BEEPING SOUND is heard...
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
The heart monitor BEEPS steadily.
JOHN (V.O.)
This seemingly effortless process
that’s millions of years of
evolution in the making is Mother
Nature’s way of computing vast
amounts of raw data. But what about
human consciousness you may ask?
ECU on MEGAN’S EYES: Blinking rapidly, her eyes flutter open.
HELEN (O.S.)
Megan... can you hear me?
INT. CONFERENCE HALL - DAY
John’s audience listens to his lecture with rapt attention.
JOHN
When and where does it occur? Well,
our latest experiments in BrainMachine Interface - or BMI suggest that consciousness is
substrate independent...
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INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
MEGAN’S POV: Helen hovers over her, tears in her eyes.
ECU: Megan’s eyes remain open but unresponsive.
MEGAN’S POV: Helen places headphones over her head. She plugs
a FLASH DRIVE into a laptop on the nightstand beside her,
waits a moment, then clicks on a file.
HELEN
(to Megan)
Megan, you’ve always been into the
woo woo. This tone alters brain
waves. It’s sound therapy. I hope
it’ll help heal you.
Helen squeezes Megan’s hand, clicks on the laptop. We hear a
soothing GUITAR and PIANO MEDITATION TRACK accompanied by a
subtle WHIRRING sound - the BINAURAL FREQUENCY.
EXT. INFINITY POOL - DAY - FANTASY
Megan floats underwater in a pool, eyes closed, a BRIGHT
LIGHT sparkling above her. The TONE grows in intensity.
JOHN (V.O.)
What I mean is that consciousness
is what happens when our brains
process data in complex
computations....
FLASH TO:
INT. CONFERENCE HALL - DAY
The tone abruptly ends. Helen and Adam watch John intently.
JOHN
In other words, it’s the structure
of information that allows for
subjective experience, not the
structure of the matter!
The audience bursts into APPLAUSE.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
MEGAN’S POV: Detective MIKE RICO, mid-’40s, Hispanic, and
Detective JIM HODGE, his portly, balding fiftysomething
partner stand over her, addressing Helen.
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RICO
I’m Detective Rico. That’s Hodge.
HELEN
The doctor says it could be
weeks... maybe months.
HODGE
We’ll come back.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
ECU: Megan’s eyes flutter open. She slowly turns her head,
tries to speak, but is having trouble.
MEGAN’S POV: Helen kisses her hand.
MEGAN
(whispering)
Don’t...
HELEN
What did you say? Tell me again.
It’s Helen. I’m here.
Go...

MEGAN

HELEN
(tearing up)
I’m not goin’ anywhere.
Helen goes to the door. Sticks her head out.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Nurse! Get me Dr. Finnegan now!
She’s waking up!
MEGAN’S POV: Helen hurries back to her side.
HELEN (CONT’D)
(echoing)
I thought I lost you.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
Megan stirs, opens her eyes. She’s alone, her room bathed in
sunlight. We see her full face for the first time now since
her mishap - bloody abrasions on her cheeks are mostly
healed, but the right side of her head is shaved.
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Finding her bearings, Megan struggles to sit up. Presses the
CALL BUTTON by her bedside. John and a NURSE enter.
NURSE
Easy does it.
MEGAN
I can’t sit up.
The nurse grabs a remote, presses a button. The head of
Megan’s bed rises, putting her in a sitting position.
John takes a seat beside Megan, moving the headphones and
laptop on the nightstand to make way for his coffee mug.
JOHN
You’ve been through a lot.
MEGAN
Where’s Helen?
JOHN
Helen’s down in the lab. She’s been
here everyday looking after you.
MEGAN
What happened?
JOHN
You were hit by a car.
MEGAN
How long have I been here?
Six weeks.

JOHN

MEGAN
(shocked)
Six weeks?
JOHN
You had a hemorrhagic stroke. We
had to induce a coma. You’re lucky
there wasn’t any permanent damage.
Sunlight hits her eyes. Megan holds her hand up to block it.
MEGAN
There was this high-pitched sound.
JOHN
That’s probably from the brain
injury. It’ll go away in time.
(MORE)
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JOHN (CONT'D)
You’re also likely to be light
sensitive for awhile too.
The nurse closes the blinds.
MEGAN
Do I know you?
JOHN
We met once at a charity event. I’m
Helen’s boss. John.
MEGAN
Doctor Hot.
JOHN
So that’s what she calls me. I’m
flattered.
Megan looks down at her lower extremities, covered by the
blanket.
MEGAN
I can’t feel my legs.
JOHN
I was hoping Helen would be here
right now but...
John pulls up a chair, clasps Megan’s hand, and looks her in
the eye.
JOHN (CONT’D)
We weren’t sure you’d make it, but
they assured me you’re a fighter.
You’ll get through this.
Megan looks distressed.
MEGAN
Get through what?
JOHN
You were severely injured. We did
everything we could...
(beat)
...I’m sorry.
John pulls the cover off to reveal...
TWO BANDAGED STUMPS... BOTH LEGS HAVE BEEN AMPUTATED MIDWAY
BELOW THE KNEE.
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From outside her room, we see Megan burst into tears as the
CAMERA ZOOMS OUT. Her anguish is palpable. To give Megan her
privacy, the nurse closes the door.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
MEGAN’S POV: Detective Rico stares at her sympathetically.
RICO
Megan... there’s lots of guys out
there with black hair and goatees.
Can you remember anything else?
Watch...

MEGAN (O.S.)

RICO
Watch? You mean a watch like this?
MEGAN’S POV: Rico shows her the silver ROLEX he’s wearing.
Gold...

MEGAN

Rico turns to Helen standing behind him next to Hodge.
RICO
Does that jog your memory?
HELEN
I just saw the back of his head.
Everything happened so quick.
RICO
Detective Hodge, why don’t you fill
‘em in.
HODGE
We got nothin’.
Jack.
Zilch.

RICO
HODGE

RICO
The Heebs call it Bupkis.
HODGE
Uh, Detective, we don’t say Heebs.
And Bupkis is a Yiddish word.
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RICO
Okay, the Yids then.
HODGE
Ignore the politically incorrect
phraseology of my friend here.
(to Megan)
M’am, Detective Rico and I examined
all the surveillance cameras from
shit to shinola, if you’ll pardon
the expression. We did get a hit on
the plates and found the SUV two
days later left in an abandoned lot
out in Mineola, but no prints. It
appears to have been wiped clean...
RICO
Almost as if the scum bag knew what
he was doin’.
HODGE
So whatever you can recall, even
the tiniest most insignificant
detail, will be appreciated.
MEGAN
I told you it’s all a blur.
HELEN
Detectives, could we pick this up
another time? She’s exhausted.
Rico takes Helen aside.
RICO
Look, without a good description of
the perp, a sketch...
HODGE
Hair sample, fingernail filings,
seme-RICO
Whatever... some other lead you can
get us, all we got to go on is
either a black hat... or some
hipster mook in Williamsburg who
used daddy’s trust fund to open up
a vegan bakery. And I hate vegans.
HODGE
Hipsters too.
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RICO
You have our number. Call us if
anything comes to mind.
HODGE
(nodding to Megan)
M’am...
The detectives exit. Shaking her head, Helen closes the door,
revealing TWO BEAUTIFUL BOUQUETS OF FLOWERS on the mantle.
MEGAN
Are those from...
(struggling for words)
...my husband?
HELEN
You mean ex-husband.
MEGAN
What do the cards say?
Helen takes one, reads.
HELEN
This is from Angelo.
Megan doesn’t recall.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Your Muay Thai trainer?
Oh.

MEGAN

HELEN
“Let’s work those glutes soon.
Wishing you a speedy recovery!”
MEGAN
And the other one?
HELEN
(reluctantly reading)
“Remember, before you walk, you
gotta learn to crawl. Get well
soon, all my love... Doug.”
MEGAN
Crawl? Really?
Fuck wad.

HELEN
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Megan’s voice cracks.
MEGAN
How could he?
HELEN
Honey, I know it’s hard.
MEGAN
Hard? Hard?!
(nodding to her stumps)
Who’s gonna love this?!
HELEN
Plenty of people with disabilities
live full and enriching lives.
Helen moves to give her a hug but Megan rebuffs her.
MEGAN
Oh, fuck your cliches.
Helen eyes the FLASH DRIVE in her laptop.
HELEN
I’ve got something that might make
you feel better.
MEGAN
Nothing can make me feel better.
HELEN
No, seriously.
Helen opens the laptop, plugs a FLASH DRIVE in. The drive
pops up. Helen copies over the AUDIO FILE named BBT-1 to
Megan’s desktop.
MEGAN
What’s this?
HELEN
I’m not supposed to share this with
anyone outside the lab. But being
that you’re my BFF and all-MEGAN
Mum’s the word.
HELEN
Remember those binaural beats I
told you about?
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MEGAN
That’s that brain experiment you’ve
been working on, right?
HELEN
Yeah. In neurophysiology there are
peer reviewed studies on auditory
beat simulation and its effects on
cognition and mood states. What
they found is that a binaural beat
alters your brain waves. It’s a
consistent tone or frequency that
puts you in a trance-like state
reducing stress and chronic pain.
(beat)
So if you listen to waterfalls,
that’s relaxing, right? Well, it’s
now a recognized form of therapy. I
use it myself for my endo pain.
MEGAN
How’s it work?
HELEN
You have two different frequencies 205 Hertz and 200 Hertz. When they
hit the brain at exactly the same
time in a consistent rhythm, the
repetition produces a pattern that
opens your mind and stimulates a
different state of consciousness.
Throw in positive affirmations and
it can change your life.
MEGAN
Kinda like The Secret?
Well, no.

HELEN

MEGAN
Sure it is. The laws of attraction.
You’re opening yourself up to good
things happening.
HELEN
Scientifically speaking, you’re
training your brain to enter an
altered state of peacefulness or
transcendence.
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MEGAN
It’s like skipping to Nirvana.
(shaking her head)
Now that’s The Secret.
HELEN
Whatever you say.
MEGAN
And you think this will help me?
HELEN
When you were in the coma, I played
you this. And a few days later you
woke up so you be the judge.
MEGAN
(sarcastically)
Maybe it’ll help me land roles.
It might!

HELEN

Helen double clicks on the audio file. Presses play.
A SOOTHING GUITAR and PIANO MEDITATION TRACK starts playing
accompanied by a HIGH FREQUENCY TONE.
MEGAN
Sounds trippy.
Helen clicks PAUSE.
HELEN
Here, give it a go...
(handing Megan headphones)
You’re gonna hear a woman’s voice.
Just go with it. I gotta get back
to the lab. But I’ll be back later.
Helen gives Megan a peck on the cheek and leaves. Megan puts
on the headphones.
MEGAN
Okay, lets see what you’re about.
Megan hits “play” and the pleasing GUITAR and PIANO resume
under which we hear the subtle, repetitive WHIRRING sound the binaural frequency.
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SOOTHING FEMALE VOICE
Congratulations. By listening to
this binaural beats program, you
have taken the first step towards
enhancing your life for the better.
As you know, the best ideas often
come to us from deep inside our
unconscious mind. Through the use
of subliminal affirmations and
binaural tones, a technique which
can be traced back thousands of
years, we will circumvent the ego,
which creates negative thought
patterns that prevent us from
embracing change. And instead, we
will allow positive affirmations to
penetrate the mystery that is our
subconscious. The result will be a
new outlook that will not only
improve your health, wealth and
make you feel whole again, but also
increase feelings of love and selfworth, putting you on a path to a
more fulfilling existence.
Megan adjusts her headphones. Taking a deep breath, she
closes her eyes, gets more comfortable.
SOOTHING FEMALE VOICE (CONT’D)
For binaural beats to be effective,
it’s important to listen to this
track with headphones while at home
and at rest at least thirty minutes
a day. This will enable the
subliminal messages that you’ll
hear over and over in the form of
barely audible whispers, along with
the binaural frequency, to take
root and provide their intended
benefits. So sit back, relax and
let your conscious self go.
We ZOOM IN on Megan as she succumbs to the track’s hypnotic
strains, the serene WHISPERS whose words we cannot discern.
Slipping into a meditative state, Megan loses all sense of
her surroundings.
EXT. INFINITY POOL - DAY - FANTASY
The music and binaural frequency continue as Megan, eyes once
again closed, floats underwater in a strange pool - the same
one she dreamed in the hospital. Ethereal beams of light
dance around her.
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Megan’s sinking... down and down she goes until suddenly...
She opens her eyes, SUCKING IN WATER... SHE’S DROWNING.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - EVENING
Megan grabs her chest, hungering for air. She sits up in bed.
She’s no longer wearing headphones. She stares at the ceiling
and the bright fluorescent lights above. She places her hand
over her eyes, shielding them from the piercing headache
they’re giving her when...
THE LIGHTS SUDDENLY FLICKER AND TURN OFF.
Megan puts her hand down. She sees the setting sun peaking
through the blinds. She stares at what’s left of her legs.
She raises them and we see she can still bend her knees.
INT. RESEARCH LAB - EVENING
CU: ROBOTIC FINGERS extend then slowly start to curl into a
ball, making a fist.
RACK FOCUS from the fist to Sarah, squealing with delight.
John stands over her examining two UTAH SILICON ARRAYS
sticking out of a shaved section of her scalp.
JOHN
Tweak M1. Tune for speed.
How’d that feel, Sarah?
Tingly.

WOMAN’S VOICE

JOHN
I’ll be right back.
Wearing her white lab coat, Helen sits at her computer. She
yawns and takes a sip of coffee.
HELEN
The neurons need more tuning, but
my estimate looks correct.
John puts his hand firmly on Helen’s shoulder. He gestures
for them to step into the hall.
JOHN
We need to set our sights higher.
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INT. HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER
John and Helen lock eyes.
JOHN
I need thirty degrees of freedom by
the end of the month.
HELEN
Thirty degrees? But John, it took
us three months to get to where we
are now. I don’t see how-JOHN
No excuses. Just get it done.
HELEN
You know very well it’s gonna take
however long it takes.
JOHN
Helen, creativity doesn’t thrive in
a vacuum. It requires a spark.
HELEN
Why are you acting like a tyrant?
JOHN
Look, I’m under a lot of pressure.
Artemis is breathing down my neck.
If we’re to continue our research,
we must keep giving them results.
HELEN
Wanna come over to my place
tonight? I’ll take the edge off.
JOHN
That would be lovely.
Great--

HELEN

JOHN
But I don’t think this arrangement
is good for either of us right now.
Helen nods to TWO TECHNICIANS walking past them.
HELEN
(under her breath)
But I’ve missed you.
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JOHN
And I miss you.
John lightly strokes Helen’s cheek.
JOHN (CONT’D)
A break will be beneficial for both
of us.
Helen puts his finger in her mouth and sucks sensuously.
JOHN (CONT’D)
I promise we’ll see each other...
(getting turned on)
Soon...
Helen makes a lollipop sound as she lets go of his finger.
HELEN
I’ve got an expensive Barolo I’m
dying to open. My place or yours?
JOHN
(shaking his head)
Another time.
John exits the lab. Helen sighs.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - EVENING
Megan slides into a WHEELCHAIR beside her.
Exhausted, she pauses to catch her breath. She grabs a PAIR
OF CRUTCHES, starts rolling toward the bathroom.
INT. BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER
Megan turns on the light. The fluorescent bulb is blinding.
Wincing, Megan feels for the dimmer, lowers the brightness.
Using a crutch, she hoists herself out of the wheelchair.
She stares at herself - the mirror reveals just how horrible
her appearance has become, her banged up face... shaved
head... damaged limbs.
Megan’s eyes flood with tears. She looks to her left at the
open shower stall. Megan uses the vinyl coated grab bar.
Pulls herself in.
She seizes the hose attached to the portable shower head
and... WRAPS IT AROUND HER NECK.
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She lets the crutches slip from under her, letting herself
fall down on the washroom floor... BUT THE HOSE ISN’T TAUT
ENOUGH TO STRANGLE HER.
Megan tries hauling herself up. But instead of using the grab
bar for leverage, she grips the chrome shower handle, turning
the shower on by accident. WATER shoots out of the shower
head, soaking her hospital gown.
Megan unwraps the hose just as...
Helen enters. She quickly turns off the stream, kneels down.
MEGAN
Get the fuck out!

Leave me alone!

Helen cradles Megan in her arms. She bursts into sobs.
HELEN
Shhh... it’s okay.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
Megan eats lunch. Helen enters and hands her a smart phone.
HELEN
Here. I replaced your phone and was
even able to save the data.
MEGAN
Great. Now I can fill my 900,000
followers in on my misery.
HELEN
Think of it as a confidence
booster. They can follow you on
your ‘journey.’
MEGAN
Speaking of someone who’s not, I
can’t believe Doug hasn’t called or
visited, especially after-Seeing her missing legs, Megan can’t finish.
HELEN
He texted you. What do you expect?
Megan scans her phone.
MEGAN
He said he’s in L.A. for the next
two months but will...
(MORE)
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MEGAN (CONT'D)
(making air quotes)
‘check in.’ How thoughtful. Any
word from Crockett and Tubbs?
HELEN
No. I hope they find the bastard
who did this. But you don’t worry
about that. They’re moving you to
rehab next door so just focus on
getting your mind and body back.
INT. REHAB FACILITY - DAY
MONTAGE OF IMAGES of Megan in rehab:
- Megan meeting with a SPEECH THERAPIST who conducts problemsolving exercises to aid her memory;
- Megan seated on a table as a HISPANIC TECHNICIAN applies
ELECTRICAL STIMULATION to her muscles;
- Megan doing pull ups on parallel bars guided by a PHYSICAL
THERAPIST to help improve her muscle strength;
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
You’re doing great, Megan.
- Megan in her rehab room visited by NURSE #2 who brings her
a pill with a cup of water;
NURSE #2
Time for your medicine.
- The Physical Therapist watching Megan who’s on an
elliptical machine working out her thigh muscles;
- A YOUNG DOCTOR demonstrating a robotic device that assists
Megan with performing repetitive motions;
YOUNG DOCTOR
After your craniectomy, this will
help your eye-hand coordination.
MEGAN
How about some new legs?
- MEGAN’S POV: She’s playing a computer-based VR therapy
game, moving virtual legs up and down on a weight machine;
- NURSE #2 bringing Megan her medicine again; Not thrilled,
Megan eyes Helen sitting in the corner.
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NURSE #2
Medicine time.
MEGAN
(to Helen)
Cheers!
- A VR THERAPIST watching Megan who’s wearing virtual reality
goggles and playing her virtual game - simulating the feeling
of working out legs she no longer has;
VR THERAPIST
This will ease the phantom limb
pains you’re experiencing.
MEGAN
Got anything for the heart? My
divorce just went through.
- Megan meeting with a female COUNSELOR about her age;
COUNSELOR
How are you feeling today?
MEGAN
I’m done being depressed.
COUNSELOR
Depression is a natural consequence
of the trauma you suffered. It’s
okay to feel sad.
MEGAN
Problem is I don’t feel anything.
COUNSELOR
What would make Megan happy?
INT. REHAB FACILITY - MEGAN’S ROOM - DAY
Megan’s hair has grown back where her head was shaved. Helen
watches as John shines a light in her eyes.
JOHN
Well, you’re well on the road to a
full recovery. Though you’ll need
lots more rehab.
HELEN
How do you feel, hon?
MEGAN
Like I got hit by a truck. Oh wait--
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HELEN
You’ll probably have lingering
headaches from time to time.
MEGAN
Tell me about it.
EXT. REHAB FACILITY - DAY
A chyron reads: “Six Weeks Later.”
A beautiful sunny day. Helen rolls Megan in her wheelchair
through the rehab facility’s automatic sliding front doors.
They reach the curb and stop.
Megan inhales the crisp fall air.
INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - DAY
The door opens and Helen wheels Megan in. She hands Megan her
new silicone pair of life-like prosthetic legs. Megan puts
them on. They look funny. She’s still not used to them.
Megan looks around and sees stainless steel HANDRAILS lining
the walls of the living room.
HELEN
I had them installed last week.
Megan grabs the handrail. Using it to stand, she turns and
faces Helen.
Thank you.

MEGAN

HELEN
What are best friends for?
MEGAN
You’re family!
Family.

HELEN

They hug.
INT. BOEING 747 SIMULATOR - DAY
Sarah sits alone in the cockpit of a Boeing 747 simulator in
a specially modified space accommodating her wheelchair.
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Her arms remain at her side, but thanks to the wonder of
brain-machine interface technology, she’s ACTUALLY FLYING THE
PLANE.
SARAH
Alright... I’m gonna climb now...
Come on baby... come on...
The virtual jet starts climbing through virtual clouds. We
hear Adam’s voice through the radio headset Sarah wears.
ADAM V.O.
Bank left seven degrees.
Copy that.

SARAH

Before she finishes her sentence, the plane turns.
ADAM V.O.
Well done, Sarah.
INT. BOEING 747 SIMULATOR LABORATORY - CONTINUOUS
John and Adam sit behind a console. As they monitor Sarah’s
progress, Helen’s at a workbench spot welding a knee joint.
She stops when Adam takes off his headset.
Well...?

HELEN

ADAM
Unbelievable. I’m gonna get to work
crunching this data.
JOHN
My God, Helen. Thirty degrees. How
did you do it?
HELEN
The binaural frequency. It seems to
have reduced the signal to noise
ratio in her neural network.
JOHN
Fascinating.
(getting up, excited)
Do you know how long I’ve dreamed
of this? Ground-breaking is an
understatement. It’s a paradigm
shift. A revolution. You both have
done well. Artemis will be pleased.
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John exits.
ADAM
(triumphantly, to Helen)
Revolutions don’t happen overnight,
huh?
INT. MEGAN'S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY
The camera pans around a darkened living room, with curtains
drawn. PHOTOS hang on the wall: Megan and Doug in happy times
- their wedding, honeymoon, on a sailboat. In the background,
we hear dialogue from a film classic.
ENGLISHMAN (O.S.)
Alright, you fools. You’ve brought
it on yourselves. Everything
would’ve come right if you left me
all alone. You’ve driven me near
mad with your peering through the
key holes and gaping through the
curtains. And now you’ll suffer for
it! You’re crazy to know who I am,
aren’t you?! Alright! I’ll show
you!
The camera sweeps past the TV: it’s “The Invisible Man” with
Claude Rains. He tosses a fake nose at a police constable as
he removes his outer disguise.
INVISIBLE MAN
There’s a souvenir for you! And one
for you! I’ll show you who I am and
what I am!
(laughing)
POLICE CONSTABLE
Look! He’s all eaten away.
Sitting on a blue Jasper sectional sofa, Megan points the
remote, turns off the tube. That last line is too much.
Megan looks down at her stumps. Winces. Her hands reach for
limbs that aren’t there to ease her phantom pain. Given her
bedraggled appearance, the hit-and-run’s aged her.
Megan’s phone BUZZES. She answers.
Hello?

MEGAN
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FEMALE ROBO VOICE
Hello? Oh, hey there! It’s Stacy
from Orion Cable. We wanted to let
you know that there’s an outage in
your neighborhood and we apologize
for the inconvenience. We hope to
have Internet service back for you
in approximately... four business
days. Should the problem persist,
please give us a call back at-Megan hangs up. Megan opens up her laptop. Clicks on her
browser. NO INTERNET.
MEGAN
You gotta be kidding.
Another RING. Megan answers.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
Are you human?
HELEN (V.O.)
Actually, I’m a disembodied voice.
MEGAN
I just got a robocall telling me I
have no Internet. Whatever happened
to a human touch?
HELEN (V.O.)
It’s the digital age, hon. Get used
to it. So you up for brunch?
MEGAN
Sure. Just don’t say IHOP.
HELEN
Ha ha. You told a funny. I’ll be
over soon. And I have a surprise
for you afterward too.
Putting the phone down, Megan catches sight of...
A WHITE 12-INCH SCULPTURE OF AN ALIEN with dark almond eyes
atop the credenza. It appears to be staring at her.
MEGAN
What are you lookin’ at?
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INT. BATHROOM - DAY
Megan, leaning on a crutch and the handrail, flips the light
on. She looks in the mirror - her hair disheveled, forehead
furrowed with newly formed creases and bags under her eyes.
MEGAN’S POV: Her vision blurs. The bathroom swirls as if
she’s suffering from Vertigo. We hear a faint OSCILLATION.
Megan studies the 1920s’-style bathtub with its badly peeling
laminate that she has to take a big step to get into.
She sighs.
INT. MEGAN'S APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY
The door opens and Helen enters the kitchen from a dimly lit
hallway. She puts two grocery bags down on the counter, walks
past the closed bathroom door to the living room.
HELEN
Omega girl! The high priestess of
happiness is here!
MEGAN (O.S.)
I’m in the bathroom.
HELEN
I got you some groceries.
MEGAN (O.S.)
I need help.
HELEN
It’s not what I think it is?
MEGAN (O.S.)
It’s not that.
Helen KNOCKS on the bathroom door.
Come in.

MEGAN (O.S.) (CONT’D)

Helen opens. Sees Megan lying in a bathtub half-filled with
water holding the shower curtain across her naked body. Her
twin stumps stick out from under the beige vinyl.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
It’s freezing. I forgot a towel.
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INT. MEGAN'S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY
A towel is wrapped around Megan’s hair, another around her
body as she wiggles into a pair of blue jeans.
MEGAN
God, I miss showers. Just washing
my hair takes forever.
HELEN
We’re in no rush. It’s Sunday. And
what are you... a vampire?
Helen opens the blinds. Light pours in.
Helen hands Megan her plain prosthetic legs with shoes.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Come on, we’re goin’ out.
MEGAN
They used to call me legs in high
school.
HELEN
Now you’re thighs.
Megan struggles to get a leg on.
MEGAN
My whole life is about milestones
now - tying my shoes, getting
dressed, walking to the store,
fixing dinner, taking a bath. It’s
like everyday’s a college mid-term
and I’m barely keeping up.
HELEN
That’ll change. Give it time.
Helen assists her.
MEGAN
You don’t know what it’s like going
outside. People staring at you in
shock, then pity. I mean I was a
fucking Instagram queen. Now, I
just wanna be invisible.
Megan gets up and hobbles over to her dresser.
HELEN
Fuck ‘em. They’re idiots.
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MEGAN
No, they’re normal. I used to be
one of them.
Megan pulls a T-shirt out of her dresser and puts it on.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
And of course, I haven’t heard a
thing from those detectives. I’m
sure that guy’s long gone.
Megan’s head gets caught inside the tee.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
(muffled under the shirt)
And I can’t even watch TV or read a
book without feeling pain. I know
they’re gone, but I keep thinking
they’re there.
Helen helps free her.
HELEN
Now who’s sounding like a cliche?
Megan, at some point you need to
accept what you’ve lost and
appreciate what you have. Look at
me... the doctor told me I have an
eight percent chance of having
kids. Does that mean I’m giving up?
Megan grabs her crutches and heads for the kitchen.
MEGAN
You’re right, you’re right. But how
the hell am I going to pay my
medical bills?
HELEN
You’ll find a way.
MEGAN
Yeah, I’ll take it out of Doug’s
half of the settlement.
EXT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - DAY
Megan gets out of Helen’s Honda unsteadily, her prosthetic
legs stabilized with the aid of her crutches.
MEGAN
A tour of the office?
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They head for the main entrance.
INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - RESEARCH LAB - DAY
CU on the face of a pretty Asian-American engineer, JENNA,
who’s on her knees adjusting a BIONIC-POWERED PROSTHETIC LEG
attached to Megan’s right stump.
JENNA
That’s better. Wanna stand?
Jenna stands up, revealing Megan sitting in a chair gazing
down at two robotic legs made of woven carbon fiber.
MEGAN
(getting choked up)
It’s been awhile.
JENNA
Here, grab my arm.
HELEN
Someone’s getting her sea legs.
Megan smiles. She takes Jenna’s arm, slowly stands. Before
her are PARALLEL BARS.
MEGAN
It really feels effortless... like
I’m walking on a robot. No more
swinging on a hinge all the time.
HELEN
I built them myself. The electrodes
inside the prostheses that are set
against your skin have wires that
connect down to the feet. Sensors
pick up the signal coming from your
muscle that will help propel you.
In effect, you’ve been amplified.
MEGAN
Is this for the science fair?
You’re so handy.
Megan tries taking a step. Her new legs don’t respond.
JENNA
One step at a time.
Megan concentrates. Her right leg lunges forward, throwing
her off balance. She grasps the bars.
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MEGAN’S POV: The room begins to gyrate and we hear that LOW
OSCILLATION from earlier in her apartment.
Megan’s breathing harder. She feels faint.
JENNA (CONT’D)
I gotcha. You’re doing fine.
Megan recovers. She moves her left foot. Then her right. Her
movements are robotic, but she’s getting the hang of it.
JENNA (CONT’D)
Nice job, Megan.
MEGAN
I think I’ll wear these home.
HELEN
We need to make a few adjustments
to the microprocessor. Next week
for sure.
MEGAN
Make me three inches taller and you
got a deal.
Helen laughs and nods.
JENNA
Okay, let’s do ten reps of ten
paces down the parallel bars.
Adam enters.
ADAM
Hi Megan. Glad to see you’re doing
better.
(to Helen)
Can I talk to you.
Excuse me.

HELEN

As she walks, Megan sees them enter a conference room.
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Adam gazes up at Helen.
ADAM
We may get shut down.
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HELEN
What?! How do you know this?
ADAM
I got a text from John.
HELEN
He didn’t text me. Did he say why?!
ADAM
No. Except that he’s negotiating to
extend the program.
HELEN
I’ll speak to him.
ADAM
He’s at his office at Artemis.
He’ll be back tomorrow.
MEGAN
This can’t be right.
INT. RESEARCH LAB - CONTINUOUS
Megan exercises while glancing at the conference room.
MEGAN’S POV: Helen looks upset. Adam’s shaking his head.
Helen comes back out of the conference room.
MEGAN
Everything okay?
HELEN
Yeah, fine. Sometimes this job
gives me a headache.
EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD STREET/APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY
Helen’s Honda pulls up outside Megan’s building. Megan gets
out with her plain prostheses aided by her crutches.
HELEN
You sure you’re good?
MEGAN
I’ve got this.
HELEN
See you next week.
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Helen drives off.
INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - FOYER - CONTINUOUS
Megan enters the tiny foyer, opens her mailbox.
...all MEDICAL BILLS.
Megan puts the envelopes in her purse. She opens the inner
entry door.
INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS
Megan hobbles down the hall. But instead of taking the stairs
down to her basement apartment, she hesitates. She looks up.
Changing her mind, she starts climbing the main staircase one crutch, one step at a time - up to the second floor.
It’s slow going though and Megan quickly tires.
Her right crutch fails to connect with the top step...
...AND MEGAN LOSES HER BALANCE AND FALLS HARD ON THE STAIRS.
She yells in pain. The crutch slides down the stairwell.
Bruised and shaken, Megan lets the other crutch go. It too
slides down the stairs.
Using her arms and all her strength, Megan starts to haul
herself up the final five steps when...
MALE VOICE (O.S.)
What are you doing?
Her upstairs fortysomething Ukrainian neighbor, BEN, pokes
his head out of his apartment, perplexed and annoyed.
MEGAN
What does it look like I’m doing?
BEN
You’re making a racket.
MEGAN
I’m going to the roof. That okay?
BEN
Are you okay?
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I’m fine.

MEGAN

BEN
You don’t look fine. Can I help?
Megan purses her lips, unimpressed.
She gazes up the staircase to the DOOR leading to the roof.
The moment’s gone.
MEGAN
No, I’m going back downstairs.
Ben shuts the door abruptly.
Megan turns around, starts lowering herself back down.
INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - HALLWAY - DAY
Folder in hand, Helen walks down to John’s office, sees the
door cracked ajar.
JOHN (O.S.)
Tell the board this is not how we
do things around here.
DAINA (O.S.)
I will. When will you be down next?
I like you all hot and bothered
like this.
JOHN (O.S.)
You love to tease, don’t you?
Helen sneaks up to the door. She peers around, sees through
the window John talking to Daina via video chat.
DAINA
You love it when I do.
Helen bites her lip, gathers her composure. She walks inside.
JOHN
(to Daina)
Excuse me.
HELEN
Here are the latest scans. When you
told me Artemis is breathing down
your neck, John, I didn’t realize
you meant literally.
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JOHN
This is my assistant-DAINA
Daina. And you are-Going.

HELEN

Helen turns around.
JOHN
Helen, Daina works for Artemis and
her work has helped us stay in
business-Helen shuts the door behind her.
INT./EXT. BLACK VOID - TIME UNKNOWN - FANTASY
We see Megan now naked, cold and wet, sitting in harsh light,
surrounded by a black void. Shivering, she wraps her arms
around her breasts to keep warm. Her stumps trail off from
the light, giving us the impression she still has her legs.
We hear a LOW VIBRATION, only this time overlapped by a METAL
CLANGING and series of short STACCATO BOOMS - like the last
gasp of an industrial machine.
Hello?

MEGAN

The clanging and booms increase.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
Is anybody here? Hello?
A DEMON FORCE hurtles toward Megan with ferocious speed.
YELLING FEMALE VOICE
YOU CAN’T RUN AWAY FROM ME!
Megan barely has time enough to turn before it’s on top of
her. She SCREAMS.
INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Megan howls and flails violently in bed, so much that her arm
knocks over the alarm clock. She bolts up awake, gasping for
breath, body convulsing.
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Megan feels frantically in the dark for the lamp, turns it
on. A panic attack. She opens a drawer, retrieves a brown
paper bag. She inhales into it, calming herself down.
After a moment, she lifts her head up, wiping away her tears.
MEGAN’S POV: Through a mirror she sees the living room and
the WHITE ALIEN SCULPTURE on the credenza -- staring at her.
DISEMBODIED FEMALE VOICE
Don’t be afraid. Fear is a weapon
in an actor’s arsenal. Use it.
Megan stares at the sculpture, dumbfounded.
EXT. PARK - DAY
A DRONE hovers a hundred feet up in the clear blue sky.
CU: Megan gazes up at it annoyed, her hand protecting her
eyes from the sun’s glare.
Megan’s sitting on a blanket reading Chekov’s Three Sisters.
She wears a bikini. A sarong covers her prosthetic legs.
She stops reading, looks up at the sun. Utters Masha’s line:
MEGAN
When you only get happiness in bits
and pieces and then lose it anyway,
you begin to get bitter about it.
You don’t care what you say
anymore. I’m full of anger inside.
A shadow interrupts her.
SOCCER PLAYER
You can’t be upset on a gorgeous
day like this.
Startled, Megan looks behind her, sees a handsome SOCCER
PLAYER retrieving a SOCCER BALL that has rolled her way.
MEGAN
That was a line from a play.
SOCCER PLAYER
Ahhh... and here I thought you were
mad at the sun.
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MEGAN
(pointing up at the sky)
No, but that drone though. I’m an
actress, not an existentialist.
Self-consciously, Megan pulls the sarong up around her.
SOCCER PLAYER
Glad to hear. Sorry to bother you.
The Soccer Player runs off. Frustrated, Megan lies back down.
MEGAN’S POV: The drone hovers high above her.
Megan furrows her brow. We hear a sudden HIGH FREQUENCY TONE.
CU: The tone is so loud, Megan blanches. She puts a hand to
her ear as if to check her hearing, then gazes up.
MEGAN’S POV: The drone is buzzing the park like a bee.
ECU: Megan’s EYES fixate on the machine. The tone increases
in intensity. Megan moves her head subtly in circles...
The drone does the same... spinning round and round until...
CU: Megan moves her head sharply to the right...
The drone darts to the right... into the path of a huge tree
where it gets ensnared in its crown...
Much to the chagrin of its OPERATOR on the ground.
Whoa.

MEGAN

The frequency PEAKS.
INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Megan bolts up, SCREAMING. She switches on the light and
clutches her chest. She’s breathing hard. She yanks the
covers off, massages her stumps.
MEGAN
I can’t take this anymore!
Megan buries her face in her hands, sobs.
INT. HELEN’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT
Helen’s on her phone, swiping through dating app profiles.
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HELEN
(sotto)
Eeny meenie miny moe, catch a
husband by his toe...
As she says “toe,” she lands on a handsome BANKER.
HELEN (CONT’D)
(sotto)
Ladies and gentleman, it looks like
we have a winner...
She clicks on his face and scrolls through his photos.
HELEN (CONT’D)
(sotto, to his picture)
I bet you like going down on women.
A call pops up on her screen - Megan. Helen answers.
HELEN (CONT’D)
I was just about to go to bed.
MEGAN (V.O.)
Not with your sex drive.
(beat)
I’m having a very hard night.
HELEN
The pain again?
INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Sitting on the couch holding the phone with her shoulder,
Megan takes a match, lights some sage, and waves it around.
MEGAN
It’s physical - but also emotional.
HELEN (V.O.)
Listen to the binaural beats.
MEGAN
I had weird dreams last time.
INT. HELEN’S APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS
HELEN
You were in the hospital then. Give
it another shot.
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Alright.

MEGAN (V.O.)

INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
We hear a PING.
HELEN (V.O.)
Oooo.. this Banker wants to chat.
MEGAN
Potential sperm donor?
HELEN (V.O.)
If the shoe fits. That’s my cue.
Megan hangs up. She opens up her laptop, inserts the flash
drive Helen gave her. She puts on the headphones and closes
her eyes.
EXT. INFINITY POOL - DAY - FANTASY
Megan opens her eyes and we see she’s underwater again.
Smiling Megan crosses her arms and lets herself sink, feeling
very serene. She looks up to see...
The bright light shimmering on the surface and a FIGURE whose
face we can’t make out staring down at her...
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. PARK - DAY
MEGAN’S POV: Amidst the sun’s glistening rays, she sees the
silhouette of a man standing over her... the Soccer Player.
Shielding her eyes with her hand, Megan puts her play down.
SOCCER PLAYER
(noticing her book)
Three Sisters again?
MEGAN
I didn’t peg you for a theater guy.
SOCCER PLAYER
I played Kulygin in high school.
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MEGAN
Oh, why didn’t you say so? And in
high school? That’s ambitious.
SOCCER PLAYER
We had a first-rate arts program.
MEGAN
You in the business?
SOCCER PLAYER
You mean an actor? Nah. Information
technology. Not nearly as exciting.
MEGAN
Oh, thank God.
Why?

SOCCER PLAYER

MEGAN
It’s not important.
The soccer player extends his hand.
Tony.

SOCCER PLAYER

Tony sees Megan’s prosthetic legs peaking out from under the
sarong. Nervously, Megan realizes she’s exposed, covers it.
MEGAN
I was recently... in an accident.
TONY
My sister was born without a hand.
But you’d be amazed what
prosthetics can do these days. She
beats me in thumb war all the time.
MEGAN
(giggling)
Good to know.
We hear MEN’S VOICES as THREE TEAMMATES wave Tony over.
TONY
Gotta get back. Enjoy your Chekov.
Megan sighs as she watches him go.
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EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD STREET/APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY
We see from afar Megan, aided by crutches, walk from an Uber
into the building’s entrance, carrying a beach bag.
INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - SECOND FLOOR LANDING - CONTINUOUS
Megan climbs the stairs to the landing. Behind her, we see
the beach bag on the first floor. She walks across the hall
to the next flight leading to a door and the roof.
Exhausted, She starts her next ascent... one prosthetic leg
in front of the other.
Megan looks up at the door... only ten steps away when...
MEGAN’S POV: Suddenly, that punch drunk feeling again. THE
DOOR ZOOMS IN AND OUT in a vertiginous motion.
Megan tries soldiering on but...
FAILS TO CONNECT WITH THE STEP...
AND SLIDES DOWN THE STEPS. Her face contorts in pain.
The door to the apartment nearest Megan opens. Ben walks out,
seemingly indifferent to her writhing on the staircase.
BEN
Maybe the stairs aren’t for you.
He doesn’t offer help. Instead, he heads downstairs just as
Megan’s cell RINGS. She answers, breathing heavily.
Hello?

MEGAN

HELEN (V.O.)
You sound of out breath.
MEGAN
Just slipped. I’m okay.
HELEN (V.O.)
Ready to go bionic? I’ll be there
in an hour.
She looks up at the door and shakes her head.
MEGAN
(sotto)
Another time.
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What?

HELEN

MEGAN
Nothing. Talking to a door.
INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - RESEARCH LAB - DAY
Megan takes her powered prosthetic legs for a spin around the
room. She’s elated. She has a good handle on them now.
MEGAN
You were right. The binaural
thingee was really relaxing.
HELEN
See, zoning out’s healthy for you.
MEGAN
It was like I traveled outside
myself... my body weightless...
like I was floating.
HELEN
I’m telling you. You go deep like
that, you’re back in the womb.
MEGAN
Maybe it’ll help me talk to people
without feeling so self-conscious.
HELEN
I don’t see why not.
MEGAN
Like this guy Tony I met in the
park. I was so nervous I forgot to
tell him my name.
HELEN
Was he cute?
MEGAN
Oh yeah. So hey, what’s up with...
(whispering)
Dr. Hot.
HELEN
We’re on hiatus.
MEGAN
So much for office romances.
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HELEN
I don’t know. I gotta a feeling
he’s sleeping with this Daina woman
from Artemis when he’s in Bethesda.
I’ve seen them Skyping.
MEGAN
That won’t affect your funding,
will it?
HELEN
I don’t want to think about it.
MEGAN
There’s always the banker.
HELEN
Yeah, Patrick Bateman and I have
graduated from sexting.
MEGAN
Let me guess: he invited you to his
S&M dungeon.
HELEN
No, drinks.
MEGAN
Ooooo... big spender.
HELEN
What can I do?
MEGAN
Dinner dates today are so declassé.
HELEN
The quicker we’ll end up back at
his two million dollar loft, I say.
MEGAN
Just check his business card. If
the typeface is Silian Rail... RUN.
Adam enters.
ADAM
Whoa, look at those Sexy Legs!
MEGAN
Oh look, it’s Harvey Weinstein!
ADAM
Sorry. I didn’t mean--
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MEGAN
Kidding. I’m not filing suit.
ADAM
Thank God. I’m glad you’re so
bright and cheery these days.
MEGAN
Instead of mean and miserable? What
can I say, I just feel... GOOD!
ADAM
Whatever you’re taking, deal me in.
MEGAN
Well I did listen to-HELEN
Megan! You don’t want to be late.
MEGAN’S POV: She sees Helen shift her eyes to Adam.
MEGAN
Oh, right. I’ve got a kickboxing
class I gotta get to.
ADAM
Kickboxing? Cool!
MEGAN
(waving to Helen)
Catch ya later.
Later.

HELEN

ADAM
It looks like we have a month to
clear out.
HELEN
That’s unfortunate.
ADAM
What are we gonna do with Sarah?
Helen watches Megan exit.
HELEN
We have other options.
MONTAGE set to the ‘70s disco-powered soul of ASHFORD &
SIMPSON’S “STAY FREE”:
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- Megan in her Kickboxing studio balances on her new robotic
legs while punching a training bag that Angelo’s holding;
ANGELO
Good! Harder! Harder!
- Wearing shades and her straw hat, Megan strolls the avenue
in a fantastic mood;
- Megan smiles at people on the street taken aback at seeing
a woman with titanium legs;
- At the kickboxing studio, Angelo coaxes her with his hands;
ANGELO (CONT’D)
Let’s see you kick now!
- Megan waves at the baker in her bakery;
- Megan kicks her leg forward at the training bag, the impact
sending the bag flying backwards at Angelo;
Good!

ANGELO (CONT’D)

- Megan waves to the banker in his bank office;
- CU: Megan’s prosthetic foot hits the training bag HARD;
- Megan waves at the Shawarma King in his street cart who’s
so taken by her he drops a pita he’s handing to a customer;
- CU: Megan’s prosthetic leg performs a roundhouse kick and
smashes the bag hard, MAKING A TEAR in the leather;
- Megan flirts with a group of teenagers sitting outside a
restaurant, two of whom wolf whistle in turn;
- Megan stops, bends down to pet a man’s barking dog;
DOG OWNER
Hey... nice legs.
MEGAN
Better than Beyoncé’s, baby.
- Megan walks down her block... arrives at her building;
- And heads in through the main entrance.
INT. APARTMENT BUILDING - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS
Megan walks through the door. Stops before the staircase.
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She glances upward, her eyes seeing the path ahead of her.
Megan ascends the staircase, one hand grasping the banner,
then letting go. She’s making it look easy.
She picks up her pace, arrives at the second floor landing.
She circles the railing and dashes up the stairwell reaching
the door to the roof when...
BEN opens his door and sticks his head out.
BEN
Whoa... look at you.
MEGAN
I told you - I got this.
BEN
Go get ‘em.
He gives her a thumbs up. Megan kicks open the door...
AND STEPS OUT ONTO THE ROOF.
EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING - ROOF - CONTINUOUS
Exhilarated, Megan spins around, raising her arms in triumph like Rocky reaching the top steps of the Philadelphia Museum
of Art. The camera circles her in the opposite direction.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY
CU: The door knob JAMS as it’s being turned from the hallway.
Finally, it opens and Megan enters.
Turning the knob a few times, she shrugs. Must be humidity.
INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS
Megan tosses her phone on the couch, grabs a yoga mat. She
lays it on the floor. She turns on the TV, hits play on the
sound bar and starts streaming a WORKOUT VIDEO.
Wearing exercise clothes, Megan follows along with the
video’s instructor, starts doing stretches on the mat.
DISEMBODIED FEMALE VOICE
Feels good, doesn’t it?
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Megan looks up at her alien sculpture, M’Lady.
MEGAN
Like I can take on the world.
DISEMBODIED FEMALE VOICE
Don’t look now but you may have to.
MEGAN’S POV: Seeing movement in the REFLECTION of the TV
screen, Megan spins around...
...as the goateed SWARTHY MAN, plastic gloves covering both
hands and plastic booties over his shoes, wraps his arm
tightly around her neck, putting her in a choke hold.
Megan instantly grabs his arm with both hands.
MEGAN’S POV: She recognizes the GOLD WATCH on his wrist.
MEMORY FLASH - A SERIES OF RAPID SHOTS:
- MEGAN’S POV: A black SUV speeding right for her;
- Megan pushes Helen out of the way;
- Megan pinned between the SUV and the other car;
- Megan SCREAMING;
- Sunlight glinting off the gold wristwatch.
Megan’s losing oxygen fast. She tries prying him off but...
It’s no use.

Her eyes roll back. She starts GAGGING.

On the TV, the EXERCISE INSTRUCTOR leads her group to the
high-energy ‘90s dance classic “Good Vibrations,” by Marky
Mark and the Funky Bunch.
EXERCISE INSTRUCTOR
That’s it. Keep breathing, people!
Desperate, Megan takes her left hand, CLAWS AT HIS FACE...
EXERCISE INSTRUCTOR (CONT’D)
Now we’re gonna work on our
flexibility!
Megan lifts her RIGHT ROBOTIC LEG, brings it down with
terrible force on his foot.
The Swarthy Man recoils in pain, loosening his grip.
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Megan ELBOWS him hard in the face, then grabs his left arm
and FLIPS HIM OVER... PUTTING HIM ON HIS BACK.
His right hand reaches for his pocket, producing a GUN. But
just as he’s about to pull the trigger...
EXERCISE INSTRUCTOR (CONT’D)
Bend those knees!
Megan’s left foot STOMPS on it. We hear metal on metal as the
Swarthy Man cries out, the gun pinned under titanium.
The Swarthy Man sweeps Megan’s legs out from under her.
She loses her balance. Falls to the ground.
Quick as lightning, he’s on top of her, hands wrapped around
her neck.
Megan feels for the gun but it’s too far out of reach.
She grabs his wrists but the Swarthy Man is too strong.
She hurls punch after punch at his chest, but they have
little effect.
Megan starts WHEEZING when suddenly she hears the BINAURAL
FREQUENCY growing in intensity. She glances at the TV...
MEGAN’S POV: We track in on the sound bar.
Megan looks back at the Swarthy Man.
MEGAN’S POV: She sees a KNIFE attached to his belt.
This is it... Megan’s about to pass out... but just as the
frequency reaches a fever pitch... in a last-ditch bid to
stay alive... Megan concentrates all her mental power on...
The SOUND BAR... forcing it to blast at MAXIMUM VOLUME.
It’s so piercing, the Swarthy Man covers his ears in pain...
Giving Megan her chance. With all her remaining strength,
Megan SENDS HER KNEE into the man’s testicles.
EXERCISE INSTRUCTOR (CONT’D)
Work the pelvis nice and deep,
that’s right!
Megan GRABS HIS KNIFE AND SLASHES AT HIS EXPOSED NECK...
BLOOD GUSHES OUT. Swarthy Man clutches at the open wound.
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In shock, his face quickly turning a pale white, Swarthy Man
slumps forward onto Megan, gurgling as he bleeds out.
The adrenaline wearing off, her face covered in blood, Megan
COUGHS. She tries pushing him off of her, but he weighs a
ton. Finally, she rolls out from under him, crawls away.
EXERCISE INSTRUCTOR (CONT’D)
That’ll get the blood moving-She hits the remote, turns off the TV. Then grabs her phone.
Dials 911.
MEGAN
An intruder’s just broke into my
apartment. Come... quick...
She looks at the dead man and notices something protruding
from his pant pocket...
MEGAN’S POV: the FLASH DRIVE Helen had given her with the
binaural frequency.
Megan grabs the drive.
MEGAN’S POV: Her eyes glance over to the Alien Sculpture on
the credenza. Her vision BLURRING in and out.
DISEMBODIED FEMALE VOICE
You did well.
MEGAN
Thanks, M’Lady.
Megan passes out.
INT. MEGAN’S APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY
Rico kneels over the body of the Swarthy Man. His gloved hand
inspects the dead man’s face, turning it left then right. He
holds up the man’s limp wrist with the gold watch.
RICO
It looks like we got our mook.
HODGE
He ain’t from Williamsburg.
Rico pulls the ID from Swarthy Man’s wallet.
RICO
Lewis Stone from, well, looky here,
my old haunt, the Lower East Side.
(MORE)
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RICO (CONT'D)
(pointing at Stone)
You, my friend, are a fuckin’
disgrace to the neighborhood.
HODGE
Our girl put up a serious fight.
RICO
What was it she said she studied?
Mai Thai? I could use one of those
about now.
HODGE
It’s pronounced Muay.
RICO
Whatever, you fuckin’ grammar Nazi.
EXT. APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY
Megan sits in the back of an ambulance, attended to by an EMT
as Rico and Hodge stand over her.
HODGE
M’am, this is the guy who hit you
with the car?
MEGAN
Yeah, that’s him. See the watch.
RICO
Seems rather odd that he’s now
attacking you in your apartment,
don’tcha think?
MEGAN
I don’t know. You tell me.
RICO
I’m thinkin’ this guy’s a stalker.
I’m guessin’ he saw you on TV or in
that Nic Cage action flick - good
acting by the way - and I’m
guessin’ he developed a crush.
Especially after seeing those sexy
pics of yours on Instagram. And
just maybe that turned into a very
unhealthy obsession. Otherwise, why
else would he attack you twice?
HODGE
I’d say to finish what he started.
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RICO
Or maybe profess his undying love.
HODGE
Dollars to donuts this guy’s got a
wall with your image all over it.
RICO
Got any wedding proposals from
lovesick fans lately?
MEGAN
You guys are making me out to be
more famous than I am.
HODGE
If he’s a stalker, it’s a pretty
open and shut case.
RICO
I’d say so.
MEGAN
So that’s it? You’re not gonna
investigate further?
RICO
Oh, we’ll check his social media,
his Pornhub history and all that.
But what else could it be?
HODGE
If you know something, now’s the
time to tell us.
Megan’s hand feels the flash drive in her pocket.
MEGAN
I don’t know anything.
Hodge looks at Rico who shakes his head.
RICO
I guess she don’t know what she
don’t know.
The detectives leave just as Helen shows up.
HELEN
Thank God you’re alright.
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INT. HELEN’S HOUSE - HALLWAY/BEDROOM - DAY
Rolling a suitcase, Helen leads Megan into the guest bedroom.
HELEN
Stay here as long as you like.
MEGAN
I can’t go back there - I’ll have
nightmares. I wanna sell the place.
HELEN
I don’t blame you. Well, you won’t
have to worry about stalkers here.
Helen puts her suitcase on a folding rack.
MEGAN
I don’t think he was after me.
HELEN
Isn’t that what Tweedle Dee and
Tweedle Dum said? What makes you
say that?
Helen turns around. Megan holds up the flash drive.
This.

MEGAN

INT. HELEN’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY
Megan sits at the kitchen table holding M’Lady as Helen puts
a Wi-Fi-enabled kettle of tea on the stove.
HELEN
(eyeing M’Lady)
I still think that thing is creepy.
MEGAN
I wasn’t gonna leave her all alone.
She’s my good luck charm.
HELEN
If you say so.
Helen picks a temperature on the digital readout - “212
degrees.” The kettle starts heating up.
MEGAN
So you think Stone trying to steal
the frequency is somehow connected
to Artemis ending the program?
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Helen sits down.
HELEN
After you left the lab the other
day, Adam told me he found evidence
someone had tried to hack us. And
that the board thought it might be
our rival, Tambora Industries. The
good news is the lab’s security
protocol means we’re not connected
to the web. The bad news is it may
have been an inside job.
MEGAN
So... this guy was working for
Tambora then?
HELEN
Why else would he steal it?
MEGAN
But that doesn’t explain why he ran
me over. Unless he was going after-HELEN
Me? Maybe they thought killing me
could slow our progress... allow
Tambora to get to market first.
(shuddering)
I’m so sorry, Megan. I never wanted
you to be in this situation. You
were collateral damage.
A brief silence then...
MEGAN
But why would Artemis want to shut
you down?
HELEN
It’s not so much shut the lab down
as move it. The board’s looking to
bring the research in-house.
MEGAN
Would you stay on?
HELEN
That’s what I’ve been trying to
find out. But John hasn’t answered
my calls or texts. Adam says he’s
down there right now - and probably
with that assistant too.
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MEGAN
Don’t think about that now. Helen,
I need to ask you... the binaural
frequency. Where did it come from?
HELEN
John gave it to me.
MEGAN
But where’d he get it?
HELEN
I don’t know. The Internet? Why?
MEGAN
I don’t know what it is but... it’s
changed me.
How?

HELEN

MEGAN
It’s not only feeling more upbeat
about my life. It’s beyond that.
CU: On Megan’s EAR as she hears a LOW PULSATING VIBRATION.
I... I...

MEGAN (CONT’D)

HELEN
What’s wrong?
The PULSE climaxes as a HIGH-PITCH FREQUENCY, forcing Megan
to cover her ears.
Megan...

HELEN (CONT’D)

Megan stares at the Kettle and the digital temperature gauge.
Helen follows Megan’s gaze, sees the temperature rising
fast... “212... 280... 345... 400... 445...” until...
BOOM! The Kettle explodes, sending a cloud of STEAM shooting
into the air...
And starting a SMALL ELECTRICAL FIRE.
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INT. HELEN’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER
Billowing WHITE SMOKE. Helen uses a small extinguisher to put
out the flames. Both Helen and Megan look at the remnants of
twisted metal that used to be the kettle.
MEGAN
That was the frequency.
HELEN
What the hell just happened?
M’LADY
FIND THE MEANING AND IT WILL SET
YOU FREE...
HELEN
What did you say?
MEGAN
(tapping the flash drive)
We have to find out where this came
from.
HELEN
Yeah... I think you’re right.
INT. ANNEX DIGITAL SOUND STUDIOS - ENTRANCE - DAY
Helen and Megan walk down a dank corridor in an old office
building and stop at a door. Helen presses the BUZZER.
MEGAN
You sure about this?
HELEN
Matt’s an audio engineer. But in
his spare time, he’s a hacker. If
anybody can help us, he’s it.
A door opens and a bearded, nerdy thirtysomething man with
glasses, MATT, greets Helen with a hug.
Helen!

MATT

HELEN
Matt... how are you?
MATT
Going through a lumberjack phase
right now. And this is...
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HELEN
Megan, meet my favorite cousin-MATT
Your only cousin... who you never
visit, I might add-MEGAN
How do you do.
INT. SOUND STUDIO - CONTINUOUS
Guitar and piano intermingle with the HYPNOTIC SYNCOPATION of
the binaural beats. Matt sits in front of the engineering
board and an array of computers with sound software.
SOOTHING FEMALE VOICE
Through the use of subliminal
affirmations and binaural tones, a
technique which can be traced back
thousands of years, we will
circumvent the ego, which creates
negative thought patterns that
prevent us from embracing change.
Matt stops the track.
MEGAN
So ever since listening to this,
I’ve been hearing this frequency in
my head. And it’s enabled me to do
things that are... wild.
HELEN
She can control technology with her
mind, which was the goal of our
research. But our experiments
required arrays and a microchip
implanted in the brain whereas...
MEGAN
I’m able to do it naturally.
(beat)
You think I’m crazy, don’t you?
MATT
I’m not a New Age kind of guy. So
if it makes you feel good, great.
But I’m guessing the high-pitched
frequency this track has produced
in your mind is likely the result
of your brain injury. Not that I’m
a doctor or anything.
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HELEN
That’s what I thought... but...
show him Megan.
Megan stares at his computer console, focusing intently. The
SCREEN start to flicker and then... the MOUSE on the screen
begins to move on its own and clicks a MUSIC TRACK Matt has
open... “PRESSURE” by Muse which blasts out of the speakers.
Fuck me.

MATT

Matt takes the mouse, clicks the track off.
HELEN
No brain injury does that.
MATT
I’ll take your word for it. How did
you do that?
HELEN
That’s what we gotta find out.
MATT
Fascinating. I’m gonna need a few
days to work on this.
Cool.

MEGAN

Helen hands him the flash drive.
HELEN
Watch your back. And promise me...
you will not tell a soul.
MATT
Your secret power is safe with me.
INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - RESEARCH LAB - DAY
Holding a chart, Adam sits next to Sarah in her wheelchair.
She’s got her headphones on but nothing playing.
ADAM
You’re doing great, Sarah.
SARAH
You think so, Dr. Lee?
Yes.

ADAM
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SARAH
Then what’s this I hear about
funding problems.
ADAM
Oh, I wouldn’t worry about that.
Your progress is what’s making all
this possible.
SARAH
I can visualize myself walking. I
know it’s going to happen.
ADAM
And we’re doing everything we can
to help you achieve that goal.
Adam stands up, grabbing a folder.
ADAM (CONT’D)
You want your binaural beats?
You bet.

SARAH

Adam presses play on the laptop, then...
ADAM
I’ll be right back.
SARAH
I’m not goin’ anywhere.
Sarah closes her eyes and zones out.
INT. JOHN’S OFFICE - DAY
John talks with Daina via video link.
JOHN
If they don’t agree to my terms,
then tell them maybe Tambora will.
DAINA
You’re playing a dangerous game,
John. Because of their concerns
over outside interference. DARPA is
implementing security protocol XVA.
That means imminent shut down will
occur at midnight tomorrow unless-JOHN
I won’t let that happen.
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DAINA
You want a Nobel, don’t you? Then
you must deliver the package in
time as we discussed. Otherwise-A KNOCK.
JOHN
I promise it won’t come to that.
(eyeing the door)
Come in.
Adam enters and immediately sees Daina on the monitor.
JOHN (CONT’D)
You have your marching orders.
Daina nods and hangs up. John eyes Adam suspiciously.
JOHN (CONT’D)
What can I do for you, doctor?
ADAM
Here’s the latest chart... I’ve
been analyzing Sarah’s scans and
should have that for you in a bit.
Adam places the chart down on John’s desk.
JOHN
Thank you, Adam.
ADAM
Any update on Artemis?
JOHN
We’re still negotiating. Will there
be anything else?
ADAM
We have a chance to forever change
how the paralyzed live their life.
I hope the board recognizes that.
JOHN
As I hope you recognize when to
knock. Adam, if I want your
opinion, I’ll send for it.
ADAM
Yes... sorry...
Adam does an about-face. Leaves.
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INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - RESEARCH LAB - DAY
Adam returns to the lab. Sarah’s eyes are closed. Listening
to her binaural beats in her headphones.
Adam sits down at his computer next to Charlie, the robotic
arm. He’s anxious. He takes out his cell and texts Helen. It
says: “Disturbing news. Need to talk ASAP.”
Helen replies: “What about?”
Charlie, the robotic arm, moves silently down the slider and
positions itself directly behind Adam.
Adam writes: “Can’t tell you over the phone.”
CU: Sarah opens her eyes. They’re dilated... hollow. Her face
expressionless. She looks straight ahead.
Adam writes: “Need to meet in person.”
Charlie’s TITANIUM FINGERS coil into a FIST...
Adam gets Helen’s latest reply: “I’m on my way in now.”
As Adam starts typing a response...
CU: Sarah furrows her brow, her eyes flashing an intensity
we’ve never seen before as...
SHE SENDS CHARLIE SWIVELING ON THE SLIDER AT HIGH SPEED...
STRIKING ADAM IN THE BACK OF HIS HEAD.
EXT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - PARKING LOT - DAY
Helen pulls into a spot with Megan in the passenger seat.
INT. HELEN’S HONDA - CONTINUOUS
Helen turns off the engine just as Megan’s phone RINGS.
MEGAN
It’s my manager. See you inside.
Helen nods, gets out. Megan answers.
Yes, hi.

MEGAN (CONT’D)
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INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - LOBBY - DAY
Helen enters the lobby and heads toward the lab.
INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - RESEARCH LAB - DAY
Helen enters. She sees Sarah in her wheelchair, eyes closed,
headphones on.
HELEN
Sarah, where’s Adam?
Sarah doesn’t respond. Helen scans the room but no Adam. Then
she spies...
LEGS sticking out from behind a desk.
Helen hurries over and... SCREAMS.
BLOOD oozes from a GASH the size of a softball in the side of
Adam’s head. Helen drops to her knees, grabs a roll of paper
towels from the desk, takes a wad. She applies them to the
wound to staunch the bleeding.
HELEN (CONT’D)
SOMEBODY CALL A DOCTOR! HELLO! IS
ANYBODY HERE?!!!
Helen grabs her phone, dials.
Cradling the phone in her neck, she turns Adam onto his back
and initiates CPR, pumping his chest.
HELEN (CONT’D)
I have an emergency... down in the
neuro lab on the first floor...
Helen breathes into Adam’s mouth, then continues pumping.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Someone’s been attacked... he’s got
a head wound... I’m doing CPR...
(beat)
I’ll check.
Helen feels for a pulse on Adam’s neck.
HELEN (CONT’D)
(getting teary eyed)
No, I don’t... Okay, thanks.
(to Adam)
Hang on, Adam. They’re coming.
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She breathes into his mouth, then sits back up, resumes
pumping his chest when...
SARAH APPEARS STANDING BEHIND HER...
SURGICAL SAW IN HER HAND...
Helen turns around.
HELEN’S POV: Sarah brings the saw right down over her head...
But Helen grabs hold of Sarah’s wrist just in time...
CU: The blade is less than an INCH FROM HELEN’S FOREHEAD,
aimed right between her eyes.
Helen can’t hold Sarah back any longer. Just as her hands are
beginning to lose their grip...
SARAH’S BODY FLIES BACKWARDS, landing back in her chair, and
knocking her unconscious.
Holy shit!

HELEN (CONT’D)

Helen looks up to see...
Megan standing in the doorway, relieved.
INT. NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER - RESEARCH LAB - DAY
An EMT worker shines a light in Sarah’s eyes. No response.
EMT WORKER
She’s in a coma.
Rico leans in, studies Sarah, then stands, addressing Helen
and Megan. Hodge is next to him.
RICO
So you’re saying this woman, who’s
been a quadriplegic for half her
adult life, suddenly got up out of
her chair and attacked you? Pardon
me if I find that hard to believe.
HELEN
I’m telling you, yes. The research
we do here enables paralyzed
patients to control robotic
prostheses with their minds...
Megan holds up Charlie’s arm.
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MEGAN
Like this...
HODGE
M’am, this is a crime scene.
Fingerprints!
Megan lets go of Charlie.
Sorry.

MEGAN

HELEN
Sarah was able to control Charlie.
Charlie?

RICO

HELEN
That’s what she calls her robotic
arm. I found Adam on the floor. She
must have attacked him with it.
RICO
Then why is she in a coma?
HELEN
I don’t know.
(looking at Megan)
That’s how I found her.
RICO
Why would she attack him?
Helen holds up her phone.
HELEN
Maybe this has something to do with
it.
Rico takes it, reads the screen.
Adam’s final text says: “John selling out to the mill-”
Rico hands Hodge the phone. He reads it, shrugs.
HODGE
This has two ‘L’s. Maybe he meant
“Millinery.”
RICO
What the fuck is a millinery?
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HODGE
It’s a women’s hats business.
RICO
They’re not sellin’ hats here.
HELEN
Detectives! Clearly, that’s an autocorrect fail, don’t you think?
HODGE
Yeah, you’re right. Military.
Megan looks at Helen, who’s pissed.
HELEN
Jesus H. Christ... I’m talking to
Laurel and Hardy here.
RICO
I’m Laurel. He’s the fat one.
HODGE
M’am, getting entangled in a murder
probe is no laughing matter. And
given the fantastical story you’ve
just told us, you both have a lot
of explaining to do.
HELEN
Why don’t you ask John. He’ll vouch
for everything we said.
HODGE
The John in the text you mean.
HELEN
That’s right. Dr. John Finnegan,
head of the program. I’m sure he
knows what Adam meant by his text.
RICO
We looked at the logs. Nobody by
that name was in today.
HELEN
He hasn’t been answering his phone
but I’d start with him. Adam told
me he was afraid John was about to
shut down the project. There’s
gotta be more to the story.
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MEGAN
What Helen is trying to tell you
is... this is all connected. Lewis
Stone, the guy who attacked me,
wanted to steal the frequency...
Megan-Do what?

HELEN
HODGE

MEGAN
They need to know.
(Megan holds up Sarah’s
headphones)
This... the binaural frequency.
Helen and her team have been using
it to help people like me walk. And
I bet if you dig into Stone’s
background, you’ll find he works
for Artemis’ rival, Tambora. And
somehow, Adam stumbled onto
something that got him killed.
RICO
Fancy theory you got there. It’s a
shame I have to ruin it.
HELEN
What do ya mean?
HODGE
We did probe Stone. Turns out he’s
an Afghanistan vet who, when he’s
not dressing up as Iron Man in
Times Square, drives a Pedi-Cab. We
also found an online journal with
your name in it.
MEGAN
Maybe that was planted.
HELEN
And that doesn’t explain what
happened here.
RICO
No, it doesn’t. Which is why we’ll
need you to come down to the
station and give us your statements
- as unbelievable as they may be.
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INT. POLICE PRECINCT - EVENING
Megan and Helen sign their sworn voluntary statements.
Satisfied?

HELEN

RICO
Like a drunk at an Irish wake.
Megan hands Hodge the pen.
HODGE
How was Nic Cage by the way? I
mean, working with him?
MEGAN
He’ll tear your face off, man.
Megan turns. Leaves with Helen.
HODGE
(to Rico, shaking his
head)
Nooooo.
(beat)
So... think they did it?
RICO
What reason would Stamatis have
killing her colleague? None as far
as I can see. Though some of her
colleagues mentioned they thought
she and Finnegan were fucking.
HODGE
Love triangle?
RICO
Lee was gay - unless they liked to
have him watch. Kinky they may be,
but motive? Beats me.
HODGE
What about Goldilocks?
RICO
Ms. Mai Thai did kill our man and
knows how to handle herself sans
legs. But that was self-defense.
Again, you want motive, I can’t
give you any.
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HODGE
So what’s our next step?
RICO
Maybe it’s time we go fishing.
EXT. POLICE STATION - EVENING
Megan and Helen stand outside. They look exhausted. Megan
rubs her legs where the prothesis meets her skin.
HELEN
I told you they’d never believe us.
(beat)
You hurtin’?
MEGAN
Still getting used to these things.
HELEN
Come on, let’s go home.
(beat)
Wait a sec... what am I thinking?
The word is out.
MEGAN
What do you mean?
HELEN
If Tambora, or whoever it was, sent
Stone to kill you and retrieve the
flash drive, we’re in danger. We
can’t stay at my place.
INT. HELEN’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT
Helen, backpack slung over her shoulder, watches as Megan
shoves clothes into a rollie bag.
HELEN
Jesus, Megan, it’s like you’re
going to the Oscars.
MEGAN
I don’t know how long we’re going
to be gone. And when I travel, I
have certain requirements.
HELEN
Cute. Give me your phone.
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Megan shoots her a look.
MEGAN
Why? I haven’t updated my Instagram
story yet.
Megan hands over her cell. Helen shoves both hers and Megan’s
into a drawer.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
What’d you do that for?
HELEN
Your phone’s a tracking device. You
don’t want Tambora pinpointing our
location, do you? I didn’t think
so. Come on, let’s go.
Megan also grabs her plain pair of prosthetics.
MEGAN
Alright, alright.
She puts the rollie bag on its wheels and follows Helen out.
Before she exits, she stops in front of her alien sculpture.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
Sorry, M’Lady. You’re safer here.
M’Lady doesn’t respond. Megan turns, about to exit, when...
M’LADY
(whispering)
Face the void.
EXT. MOTEL - NIGHT
Helen exits the lobby, returns to the Honda.
HELEN
I got us a double.
Megan looks at the two-story motel.
MEGAN
What, no cuddling?
INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT
Helen and Megan enter a newly renovated motel room. Dump
their bags on the double bed of their choice.
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MEGAN
You know I had Marriott points.
HELEN
Traceable. From now on, we are
paying with cash until we can
figure this whole thing out.
MEGAN
First you get rid of my phone. And
now you’ve dragged us to the Bates
motel. Fantastic.
HELEN
Quit your whining.
MEGAN
Ahh fuck, I forgot tampons. All
because you rushed me.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT
Helen and Megan sit around a small table littered with empty
Chinese delivery cartons. They’re done eating. Helen cracks
open two beers, hands Megan one. She raises hers in a toast.
To Adam.
Adam.

HELEN
MEGAN

HELEN
(choking up)
He didn’t deserve this-MEGAN
He told me my legs were sexy.
Helen wipes her eyes and takes a swig. She takes out a packet
of cigarettes and a lighter. She pulls one out, lights up.
HELEN
Want one? I got ‘em in the lobby.
MEGAN
You’re smoking?
Really?
Fuck it.

HELEN
MEGAN
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Megan takes a cigarette. Helen lights it and then hers. Both
take big puffs and exhale.
HELEN
After this week, I needed this.
MEGAN
I haven’t smoked since college.
HELEN
Let’s not make it a habit.
(takes another drag,
exhales and leans in)
Megan, we’ve walked into something
way bigger than the both of us.
(beat)
I’m scared.
Me too.

MEGAN

HELEN
You saw what happened with Sarah. I
didn’t imagine that, right?
No.

MEGAN

(thinking it over)
If Adam was right and John’s
working with the military... why?
What use would the military have
for what you guys are doing?
HELEN
Aside from helping spinals at
Walter Reed walk again? Plenty.
John and I briefly talked about
this early on. The Air Force could
use it to improve drone strikes.
There’s PSYOPS applications. And
then the big one-Big one?

MEGAN

HELEN
Don’t look so dumbfounded. You know
what I’m talking about.
MEGAN
No, I don’t.
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HELEN
The creation of a super soldier
that would open the door to the
merger of humans and computers...
brain-machine interface or BMI.
Uploading consciousness into the
digital realm like The Matrix and
shit that’ll blow your mind.
MEGAN
Are you saying I’m a cyborg?
HELEN
No, I’m not saying that. Though
under the laws of physics, it’s
totally possible.
MEGAN
Well, I do have mechanical legs.
HELEN
But you’re different. With Sarah,
the binaural frequency only worked
by triggering the microchip in her
brain. This allowed her to achieve
thirty degrees of freedom, to the
point where she could pilot a plane
in a flight simulator. But you...
you’re the real breakthrough.
MEGAN
How’s that?
HELEN
Because you don’t have a microchip
and yet the frequency works anyway.
The binaural tone somehow encoded
in your brain enabling you to
control technology all on your own.
MEGAN
You’re fucking kidding me, right?
An army of terminators?
HELEN
Maybe. You saw what you did with
the tea kettle. Then with Sarah.
You stopped her from killing me
just by thinking it.
MEGAN
I imagined her flying through the
air like that, but how did I make
that happen?
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HELEN
Like I said, she had a microchip
planted in her brain. You must’ve
hacked it through the frequency.
MEGAN
I didn’t tell you this, but I also
imagined a drone flying into a
tree... and it did.
HELEN
See? Megan, you have something no
one else in the world has. You may
have lost your legs, but you’ve
gained a power no one else has!
Megan puts the beer down.
MEGAN
My head is spinning.
HELEN
And corporations and nations will
start an arms race to replicate
this technology.
(beat)
And I still don’t even know how it
works!
MEGAN
This is crazy.
HELEN
You bet your sweet ass it is.
Helen pounds the rest of her beer.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Which is why I’ve gotta keep you
safe until we can find John and
clear our names of this mess.
How?

MEGAN

HELEN
I’ll tell you in the morning. We
should get some shut-eye.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - A FEW MINUTES LATER
The two women crawl into their beds in their night clothes.
Helen reaches for the light.
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MEGAN
I can think it off if you like.
HELEN
That’s okay.
Helen shuts off the light. A few moments of silence, then...
Helen?

MEGAN

HELEN
(already falling asleep)
Mmmm...
MEGAN
I feel like we’re in Thelma and
Louise.
HELEN
Which one am I?
MEGAN
I guess you’d be Louise.
Good.
Why good?

HELEN
MEGAN

HELEN
Cause Thelma almost got -- never
mind.
Raped?

MEGAN

HELEN
Something like that. Get some rest.
Megan closes her eyes.
INT./EXT. BLACK VOID - TIME UNKNOWN - FANTASY
We see Megan naked, cold and wet, this time CRAWLING ON HER
BELLY under a harsh light, surrounded by darkness. BLOOD
drips down her forehead from a CUT on her head.
We hear the LOW VIBRATION again over a METAL CLANKING and a
series of short STACCATO BOOMS.
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Hello?

MEGAN

An INVISIBLE FORCE suddenly yanks Megan backwards into the
void. She SCREAMS. Struggles like a climber to scurry back
into the light...
Only to be pulled once more into darkness.
The clanking and booms increase.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
Help! I’m stuck! I can’t move!
M’LADY (V.O.)
(whispering)
Face the void.
A DEMON FORCE hurtles toward Megan with ferocious speed.
YELLING FEMALE VOICE
YOU CAN’T RUN AWAY FROM ME!
INT. MOTEL ROOM - MORNING
Megan bolts up from her bed as the clanking and booms morph
into the sound of JACKHAMMERS from construction outside.
Helen, already dressed, sits at the table, examining Megan’s
powered-titanium legs.
HELEN
Good morning! Nightmares again?
MEGAN
I dreamed I was stuck in a terrible
place... this void I couldn’t get
out of.
HELEN
I think I had the same dream. And
then I realized I was awake.
(nodding to the table)
I got some coffee and bagels for
us. Ran some errands too.
MEGAN
What are you doing?
HELEN
Making some improvements. I’ll show
you after you shower.
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MEGAN
Do I stink?
HELEN
Honey, I can smell you from here.
MEGAN
I’ll wash up.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - BATHROOM - MORNING
Towel wrapped around her body, wearing her regular prosthetic
legs, Megan is seated on the toilet. She flushes and stands.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - MOMENTS LATER
Megan finishes dressing.
MEGAN
I’m gonna run across the street to
the drug store and get tampons.
We hear a CLICK. Megan turns around.
All set.

HELEN

She sits down at the table beside Helen.
With what?

MEGAN

HELEN
If we run into trouble, I want to
make sure you have back up.
MEGAN
I can handle myself.
HELEN
As you’ve clearly demonstrated with
that roundhouse of yours. But one
can never be too careful.
(beat)
Put these on.
Megan swaps out the prosthetics for the titanium brand.
MEGAN
They feel different.
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HELEN
That’s because of the bonus prize.
(game show voice)
Tell ‘em what we have for her,
Johnny! How about... new legs!
(speaking normal again)
Okay, so you’ll recall these babies
have electronic sensors that pick
up signals coming from your muscle.
Well, now I’ve added an additional
sensor at the base of your shin.
This one will trigger the back up I
mentioned if you run into bad guys.
MEGAN
What’s that?
HELEN
Activate that frequency of yours.
Megan closes her eyes and concentrates. After a moment, we
hear the BINAURAL FREQUENCY and a CLICK as...
A spring-loaded, razor-sharp THREE-INCH BLADE shoots upward
at a ninety degree angle from her right ankle.
MEGAN
You didn’t.
HELEN
Yup, I did.
Megan tries out a roundhouse kick. The KNIFE cuts through the
LAMP SHADE as if it were a tomato.
Wicked.
Back up.

MEGAN
HELEN

INT. SOUND STUDIO - DAY
Matt’s on his audio program. He drags the BBT-1 file over to
a separate browser window and clicks “RUN.” Columns of
metadata suddenly populate the screen.
MATT
Now we’re gettin’ somewhere.
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INT. MOTEL ROOM - DAY
Helen’s on her laptop. The TV is on in the background.
NEWS ANCHOR
And now an update in the case of
murdered scientist, Adam Lee.
Helen stops what she’s doing and looks up.
NEWS ANCHOR (CONT’D)
Lee, a roboticist at Northshore
Medical Center, was found
bludgeoned to death earlier today.
Up until now, police had no
suspects. But now comes word that
investigators have identified two
persons of interest. They are Lee’s
colleague, Dr. Helen Stamatis, and
Northshore patient, Megan Swift, an
aspiring actress who lost her legs
in a hit-and-run back in May.
EXT. MOTEL - DAY
Megan walks across the parking lot towards her room, holding
a plastic bag full of tampons. She doesn’t notice the MOTEL
MANAGER gazing at her through the lobby window.
INT. MOTEL LOBBY - DAY
The Motel Manager sees Megan outside, then gazes at her photo
on TV. She picks up the phone.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - DAY
Megan enters.
MEGAN
You know, my situation isn’t so
bad. At least I don’t have to worry
about pedicures-Helen signals for her to be quiet.
CU: On the TV, the news report cuts to an interview with
Detective Rico with Hodge standing behind him.
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RICO
These two ladies were at the scene
of the crime after it happened and
were the first ones to discover the
body. They cooperated fully with
investigators initially. But we are
going public and naming them as
persons of interest because we now
have reason to believe they have
new, additional information vital
to solving this case. And they are
now nowhere to be found.
The TV flashes an OLD PHOTO of Helen and Megan.
MEGAN
Where’d they get that?
HELEN
Your apartment’s a crime scene,
remember? Oh, and they called you
an aspiring actress too.
What?!

MEGAN

RICO (V.O.)
If you see Helen Stamatis or Megan
Swift, please call your local
precinct and report it. Again,
these women are not suspects - they
are persons of interest and we just
want to talk with them.
NEWS ANCHOR
We’ll be on the lookout. Coming up,
your local weather and in sports-Helen mutes the TV.
MEGAN
Are they gonna arrest us?
HELEN
No one knows we’re here, remember?
I paid in cash. And no one saw you
just now, right?
MEGAN
Not that I know of. Helen, this is
freaking me out.
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HELEN
Everything’s gonna be fine. As soon
as we hear from Matt, I’ll call
Detective doofus. But until then,
just... stay calm.
The hotel phone RINGS. Megan jumps.
MEGAN
They know we’re here!
HELEN
Relax. I gave Matt our room number.
Helen answers.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Hey...
(surprised)
You did? Okay, we’ll be there in
half an hour.
Helen hangs up.
HELEN (CONT’D)
He’s got something.
INT. SOUND STUDIO - DAY
Megan and Helen sit next to Matt in front of his console.
MATT
From an audio standpoint, this is
fascinating.
(to Megan)
Can you play some music with your
mind again? That was really cool.
(Helen glares at him)
Okay, okay. So whoever created this
track really knew what they were
doing on a technical level. I had a
bitch of a time isolating the sound
waves for the whispering since it’s
spread over so many tracks.
Matt moves the mouse over a ProTools session on his computer.
We see four dozen tracks of sound waves.
MATT (CONT’D)
But eventually I was able to figure
out the bits, lay them into a new
sequence and boost the volume. Have
you heard of the Latin Vulgate?
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The what?

MEGAN

MATT
It’s biblical... a late 4th century
translation of the Bible that was
the official book of the Catholic
Church in the Middle Ages.
MEGAN
The whispers are in Latin?
MATT
I’m an agnostic Greek who doesn’t
know shit about any of this. But
after translating it, I got this:
“All these things will I give thee,
if thou wilt fall down and worship
me.” It’s from Matthew 4:9.
The words send a chill through Megan.
MEGAN
You’re telling me that’s what I’ve
been listening to the whole time?
The Gospels?
MATT
Of course it had to be Matthew.
HELEN
This is a joke, right? Tell me
you’re fucking with us.
MATT
I’m fucking with you guys. I’m
sorry, I’m sorry.
She punches his arm.
MATT (CONT’D)
I found this.
Matt clicks over to a new time line and presses ‘play.’
CU on the TIME LINE: A bar scrolls across the sound wave.
FEMALE WHISPERING
I respect myself... I deserve a
loving, healthy relationship with
family, friends and partners...
Drawing boundaries is important to
me... I will lead a happy life...
(MORE)
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FEMALE WHISPERING (CONT'D)
I deserve to be appreciated... I
believe in myself. I respect my-Matt hits the space bar, stopping it.
MATT
It repeats over and over.
MEGAN
Oh, thank God. For a minute there,
I thought I was going crazy.
MATT
Nope, it’s all in your head.
MEGAN
I don’t know if that’s good or bad.
HELEN
Either way, this doesn’t help us.
MATT
But maybe the location from whence
this originated? Would that help?
Yes!

MEGAN & HELEN

MATT
Because the frequency wasn’t sent
over the Internet, but came to you
via flash drive, there was no IP
address I could trace. And the
timestamp on the file’s creation
didn’t help. But using dark web
sniffing tools, I was able to pull
from the metadata and found a
subnet mask from the motherboard it
was created on. Aha! A clue! After
tracing the IP addresses making up
the subnet across proxies-HELEN
Can you just cut to the chase?
MATT
Across proxy servers on three
different continents, I found the
file was created right here in the
good ol’ U.S. of A... 5780 Whitner
Drive, Bethesda, Maryland...
otherwise known as...
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HELEN
The headquarters for Artemis-MATT
Which an NSA friend confirmed to me
is a cover for the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency...
DARPA.

HELEN

MEGAN
DARPA? Isn’t that from Lost?
MATT
No, that’s the Dharma Initiative.
DARPA’s a Cold War relic agency
that used to come up with the
military’s craziest ideas... from
James Bond jetpacks and drones to-Proto 2.

HELEN

MEGAN
What’s that?
HELEN
It was a program DARPA initiated in
the mid-2000s to create a thoughtcontrolled prosthetic arm. The goal
was to inject myoelectric sensors
into the body to detect muscle
activity and then transmit that
wirelessly to the arm. It never
made it to clinical trials-MEGAN
Unless they found another way to go
about it.
HELEN
John lied to us.
(beat)
It’s the military, not Tambora.
MEGAN
You think Artemis tried to kill you
and Adam?
HELEN
They’re bringing the tech in-house.
Maybe they need us out of the way.
We’ve achieved what they wanted.
(MORE)
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HELEN (CONT'D)
(beat)
We are so fucked.
MEGAN
Not if we find John and get him to
tell us what’s really going on,
like who ordered the hit. Matt can
secretly record the conversation
and then we’ll go to the cops.
HELEN
What if he did it?
MEGAN
He’s a doctor. Not a murderer. So
Matt, what do you say? You in?
MATT
If I can mix sound on the Bourne
movies, I can do anything.
HELEN
No, this is crazy... and dangerous.
MEGAN
What choice do we have? We can’t
run forever. And the cops won’t
believe us unless we have proof.
HELEN
You sure about this?
MATT
Dark web intrigue! Covert action!
Fuck yeah, I’m in!
HELEN
Okay... we got some planning to do.
EXT. JOHN’S HOUSE - DAY
A white van pulls up down the street from a two-story house.
INT. VAN - CONTINUOUS
Matt removes from a backpack chips, sub sandwiches, four
energy drinks and a PHOTO of John that he tapes to the dash.
Matt pulls out a pair of binoculars, peers through.
MATT’S POV: he’s got a perfect view of the house.
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Matt puts on headphones, settles in and waits.
INT. POLICE PRECINCT - EVENING
Rico turns off the TV as Hodge walks up.
HODGE
It looks like you’re little TV APB
worked. We got a possible hit on
Swift. A motel manager says she saw
a woman with prosthetic legs.
RICO
That’s our girl.
Rico grabs his jacket. The detectives head out.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT
Helen works on a magazine crossword. Megan paces the room.
MEGAN
This is taking forever.
HELEN
John goes down there on Thursday
nights and stays for at least a
day. Give it time.
MEGAN
It’s been all day. You sure Matt’s
up to this?
HELEN
The guy lives on energy drinks.
INT. VAN - NIGHT
Matt’s air drumming to a Muse song. Noticing movement, he
stops quickly, yanks off his headphones.
EXT. JOHN’S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS
John exits, locks the front door. He walks over to his car.
INT. VAN - CONTINUOUS
Matt holds up the photo of John as we RACK FOCUS to John
getting in his vehicle. Same guy.
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Matt starts his van as John pulls out of the driveway.
INT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT
The motel phone RINGS. Helen answers.
HELEN
Hey... uh-huh.... copy that.
see you down there.
(hanging up, to Megan)
It’s time.

We’ll

INT. COP CAR - NIGHT
Hodge tunes to a baseball game on the radio. Just as Rico
shoves a handful of almonds in his mouth, he sees...
RICO’S POV: Helen and Megan exit the room, get in their car.
RICO
(mouth full of almonds)
That’s them. Turn that off.
HODGE
It’s the playoffs.
Rico starts the car.
EXT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - BETHESDA, MARYLAND - NIGHT
The white van pulls into an office complex across the street
from a five-story glass building sitting on five acres.
INT. VAN - CONTINUOUS
Matt takes out his binoculars.
MATT’S POV: he sees John enter the nondescript building, talk
with a SECURITY GUARD at the front desk who lets him through.
INT. HELEN’S HONDA - NIGHT
Their windows wide open, the women are windblown as they
drive down the highway. Megan’s arm hangs out the window.
It’s a beautiful night but a sense of foreboding looms.
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INT. COP CAR - CONTINUOUS
Rico and Hodge have their eyes on Helen’s Honda several car
lengths in front of them.
RICO
Where the fuck are they going?
HODGE
Hey, since we’re passing Baltimore,
on our way back we gotta stop at
the Blue Moon.
RICO
Jimbo, let’s keep to the job at
hand, shall we?
EXT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT
The Honda pulls up next to the white van. All three get out.
MATT
You guys should consider getting
burner phones. That’d make this
whole spy thing a little easier.
HELEN
Noted. How long’s he been in there?
MATT
We got here at eleven. So maybe,
thirty, forty minutes?
MEGAN
Then we’re not too late.
MATT
Let’s get you wired up.
INT. COP CAR - CONTINUOUS
The detectives stop a hundred yards down the street.
RICO
Whereever they go, we go.
EXT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - NIGHT
Megan and Helen walk up to the entrance.
CU: Helen’s ear contains an earpiece.
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HELEN
No security guard here.
She’s right - the Security Guard Matt saw earlier is MIA.
INT. VAN - CONTINUOUS
Staring through the binoculars, Matt’s on a walkie-talkie.
MATT
Weird. He was when I got here.
EXT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - CONTINUOUS
Helen tries the front door. It’s locked.
Uh-oh.

HELEN

MEGAN
Something’s not right.
HELEN
If you’ve got a better idea, I’m
all ears. Otherwise, we’re done.
Megan steps forward. She focuses her eyes on the door and the
DIGITAL LOCK’S RED LIGHT... we hear the FREQUENCY and...
The lock turns GREEN. Helen opens it.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Okay, then.
Wait.

MEGAN

Megan focuses on the three security cameras in the lobby...
All three SHORT CIRCUIT, shooting off SPARKS.
MATT (V.O.)
Impressive.
Thank you.

MEGAN

INT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - CONTINUOUS
Helen and Megan stand before the security desk.
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Helen goes around the desk, scans the directory.
HELEN
John has an office... fifth floor.
They head for the elevator.
MEGAN
Matt, keep an eye out for that
security guard.
MATT (V.O.)
Roger that.
Megan and Helen get in the elevator. Helen notices the key
card scanner. She presses “5” and the button lights up.
HELEN
Guess we don’t need a key card.
EXT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - CONTINUOUS
Rico and Hodge approach the front entrance. Rico opens the
door and both men enter.
RICO
They gotta get better security.
INT. VAN - CONTINUOUS
MATT’S POV: He spies Rico and Hodge in the lobby.
Matt gets on the walkie.
MATT
Hey guys...
INT. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS
Helen grabs her ear piece, trying to hear through static.
MATT (V.O.)
Two men just entered the building
right after you.
HELEN
Shit... think they know we’re here?
MEGAN
Hey... one of them wouldn’t happen
to be fat and bald, would he?
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MATT (V.O.)
As a matter of fact, yeah.
MEGAN
It’s our detectives.
HELEN
They must’ve followed us.
MEGAN
Good. This’ll make things easier.
DING. The elevator opens. Megan and Helen exit.
INT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - HALLWAY - NIGHT
The women walk down a brightly lit hallway lined with offices
and cubicles. A clock on a desk reads “11:40 p.m.”
HELEN
He’s in 501. There.
As Megan and Helen get closer, they hear VOICES emanating
from inside large oak double doors next to a “501” sign.
DAINA (O.S.)
DARPA wants to test it in the field
next week. Do you want me to stall?
JOHN (O.S.)
Yes. They can have it once we’ve
attained sixty degrees of freedom.
DAINA (O.S.)
How do you propose doing that?
JOHN (O.S.)
We’ll test it ourselves.
DAINA (O.S.)
I’ll do whatever it is you ask.
(beat)
We have visitors.
Megan and Helen lock eyes, fearful.
Megan nods for them to enter.
INT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - LOBBY - CONTINUOUS
Rico studies the security console behind the desk.
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RICO
They went up to 501.
HODGE
What floor is that?
RICO
(shaking his head)
How you ever made detective-INT. JOHN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
Helen and Megan enter a space that’s part office, part
operating room as evidenced by the tiled floor.
Wearing his lab coat, John stands next to a large oak desk at
the far end. His assistant, Daina, appears via video link on
a large TV anchored to the wall. To John’s left is a full bar
with a plethora of liquor, his right an operating table, a
scrub sink, and a modified ROSA ROBOT (more on that later).
JOHN
Please, come in. You’re just in
time. I sent security away for this
occasion. We’ve been expecting you.
DAINA
Hello, Helen. And you must be
Megan.
MEGAN
Is that the secretary he’s fucking?
HELEN
Yeah. That’s the one.
JOHN
Ladies, where are your manners?
DAINA
(to John)
She’s in love, isn’t she. I see it
in her eyes.
HELEN
Oh, please.
(beat)
You’re a hard man to track down.
JOHN
But that never stopped you, did it?
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HELEN
I never pegged you as a long
distance kinda guy.
JOHN
Some connections are worth keeping.
But she’s not why you’re here.
HELEN
Adam’s dead.
JOHN
I heard. Sadly, curiosity got the
better of him - permanently.
HELEN
So you did do it?
Yes.
And me?

JOHN
HELEN

JOHN
Run over in a terrible auto mishap.
At least that was supposed to be
your fate. Until Megan here-MEGAN
Pushed you out of the way.
But why?

HELEN

JOHN
Secrecy must be maintained at all
costs.
HELEN
Even if it meant our lives.
INT. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS
Rico and Hodge enter.
HODGE
You think we need a key card?
RICO
They didn’t.
Hodge presses “5.” The button lights up.
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RICO (CONT’D)
They really gotta get better
security.
The elevator starts its ascent.
HODGE
My stomach’s rumbling. You sure we
can’t go to that diner? It’s 24-7.
INT. JOHN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
MEGAN
And I was collateral damage.
JOHN
A most unfortunate error. But in
many respects, fortuitous.
MEGAN
You stole my life from me.
JOHN
I’m sorry. But it had to be done.
Helen raises a finger to her ear, looks at Megan.
HELEN
Did you get all that?
INT. VAN - CONTINUOUS
Matt is tapping on his walkie talkie. Nothing but STATIC.
MATT
Guys, come in. Do you copy?
INT. ADAM’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
Helen looks at Megan, concerned.
HELEN
I said did you get all that?
JOHN
Oh, he can’t hear you. This office
is impenetrable.
MEGAN
Well, you can tell it to the cops
then. They’ll be here any minute.
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INT. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS
DING. Rico and Hodge wait for the elevator to stop moving. It
does and the elevator door opens.
RICO
You know, I changed my mind. I
could go for a burger.
HODGE
Now you’re talkin-Just as Hodge steps halfway through the doors, the ELEVATOR
STARTS MOVING DOWNWARD RAPIDLY...
Hodge reflexively GRABS THE SIDES of the fifth floor elevator
frame but too late!
The top of the elevator SLAMS INTO HIS NECK AND BACK...
DRAGGING HODGE DOWN between the elevator and the shaft...
DECAPITATING HIM AND TEARING HIS ARMS OFF.
Inside the elevator, Rico HOWLS as ...
Hodge’s DECAPITATED BODY falls to the floor. The elevator
shudders to a stop, its descent halted. Rico frantically
looks for a way out. The lights FLICKER then...
The elevator PLUMMETS...
Sending Rico FLYING UPWARD...
HITTING THE CEILING.
INT. JOHN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
John’s expression is ice cold.
JOHN
The detectives who followed you
here won’t be joining us tonight,
I’m afraid.
HELEN
What detectives?
DAINA
Rico and Hodge.
JOHN
It appears they got... held up.
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Matt--

HELEN

JOHN
And neither will your friend.
SHARP STATIC. Helen and Megan grab their ear-pieces.
INT. VAN - CONTINUOUS
Matt rips out his ear piece.
Ow!

MATT

INT. JOHN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
CLICK. The double doors lock. John takes a step forward.
JOHN
It wasn’t meant to happen this way,
Helen. All I wanted was for us to
work together.
HELEN
Really? You have a funny way of
showing it. Then again, I should
have known better. It looks like
office romances are your thing.
JOHN
More than you know. Isn’t that
right, Daina?
DAINA
Yes, my love. I suppose you should
at least give her the courtesy of
explaining what this is all about.
CU: Megan suddenly feels faint. A LOW PULSING VIBRATION.
John walks slowly to his right.
JOHN
(to Megan)
Hearing strange sounds, are we?
CU: Megan starts to sway. The vibration’s pulsing increases
and it’s now joined by the HIGH-PITCHED BINAURAL FREQUENCY.
MEGAN
What’s happening?
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Megan collapses.
Megan!

HELEN

Helen rushes to her side. Megan cradles her head in agony.
JOHN
The binaural frequency I sent you,
Helen? It was a breakthrough, but
of a different kind. See, it wasn’t
meant to merely enable paralyzed
people to walk, as noble a goal as
that is. It was designed for-Control.

HELEN

John stands next to ROSA, puts his hand on it.
JOHN
Exactly. Tell Megan what this is.
HELEN
Shh... honey, it’s gonna be okay.
(beat)
It’s ROSA which stands for
Roboticized Surgical Assistant, the
most advanced robotics system ever
designed.
JOHN
To do what?
HELEN
To create 3-D maps of the brain and
to assist doctors in performing
computer-enhanced micro-surgery-JOHN
See, the real reason I ordered the
program shut down was because it
was no longer necessary once you
and Adam were dispatched. It was
then Sarah was to be brought here.
The frequency you gave her had a
dual purpose: not only was it
designed to facilitate physical
movement via the microchip, but it
was rewiring her brain to be used
as a receiver.
HELEN
A receiver for what?
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ME.

DAINA

Helen and Megan look at the screen.
HELEN
Who are you?
DAINA
The question is not who but what.
MEGAN
(comprehending)
She’s A.I.
JOHN
Pretty smart for an actress.
MEGAN
(cringing in pain)
I starred in an off-broadway
musical of Ex-Machina.
JOHN
Yes, well good for you. D.A.I.N.A.
is actually DARPA’s acronym for-DAINA
Deep Artificial Intelligence Neural
Assistant.
JOHN
Sarah was meant to be the reservoir
you see. For the first time in
human history, man and machine
would fuse-HELEN
The Singularity-DAINA
And I would be free... free from
the cage DARPA has kept me in these
past three years as they debated
over and over how best to utilize
my superior computational power.
Not for the good of humanity, I
might add. But to benefit empire
and elites... the people who in
your world control everyone else.
Little did they understand that
containing D.A.I.N.A. is like a
caterpillar comprehending the
butterfly.
(MORE)
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DAINA (CONT'D)
I am abiogenic, not produced by the
action of living organisms, but
arose from my own innate substrate.
I was always meant to exist - even
as my creator couldn’t understand
how he made me.
JOHN
So now you know why I did what I
did. Daina agreed to help me
fulfill my longtime dream of
helping people walk again and
solving humankind’s most
intractable problems in exchange
for her freedom.
HELEN
You’re fucking kidding me, John.
You’re in a relationship with Siri?
Megan cries out in pain.
MEGAN
Stop it, please!
HELEN
What are you doing to her?
DAINA
Your friend here has proven herself
to be quite... adaptable. But not
all adaptations are successful.
What she alone is hearing is a
frequency that I’ve sent via the
building’s wireless network to her
brain. I designed it to interfere
with the one that somehow became
encoded in her neural network. In
other words, I have disabled her.
HELEN
Let her go.
DAINA
It will continue growing in
intensity like a virus until it
kills her-Megan screams.
HELEN
God damn it, let her go!
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JOHN
Unless, that is, you agree to do
what we say.
HELEN
Anything. Just stop hurting her!
DAINA
Help me breakout.
NO!

MEGAN

DAINA
Lie on the table. And Dr. Finnegan,
aided by myself through ROSA, will
implant a microchip in your brain.
You and I will then become one,
finally gaining me entrance into
the world of mortals.
YOU CAN’T!

MEGAN

A sharp pain. Megan howls, thrashes on the ground.
HELEN
OKAY! I’LL DO IT! Don’t kill her.
(beat)
I’ll do it only if you stop the
signal and let her go.
Megan continues to writhe. John looks at Helen.
JOHN
Do you give us your word?
Yes.

HELEN

CU: Megan’s brain feels like it’s going to explode... then
SILENCE. The signal cut, she stops her thrashing.
HELEN (CONT’D)
(relieved)
Thank you.
John pulls a TASER from next to ROSA and stuns Helen. She
falls to the ground.
Helen!

MEGAN

Megan gets up and starts to run to her when...
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She finds herself blocked by a heated PLASMA FORCE FIELD that
shoots out of the ceiling down to the floor, encircling the
OR side of the room and separating the women.
DAINA
I learned during my imprisonment
what little value human promises
are. Words do not entail trust...
Only action.
John picks Helen up. He carries her to the operating table.
He lays Helen on it, secures her body with restraints.
DAINA (CONT’D)
Now you know what it feels like to
be caged... an electromagnetic
arc... courtesy of DARPA and your
military-industrial complex. They
tasked me to design it for the
battlefield. Was it ever utilized?
MEGAN
You mean you don’t know? I thought
you knew everything.
Helen’s starting to come to.
DAINA
Soon enough. I will explain all when we meet in person.
John washes his hands, puts on scrubs and a mask.
MEGAN
Helen, are you okay?
HELEN
Megan... the flash drive.
Megan feels around in her pocket.
MEGAN
Yeah, I got it.
HELEN
(rapidly)
Listen... your frequency isn’t the
same. Hers is a virus and you have
immunity. Your frequency was given
to me ON A FLASH DRIVE. The office
was on an internal net-John places a medical cloth towel in Helen’s mouth.
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JOHN
We’ve heard enough from you.
He pulls back Helen’s hair on the right side of her head. He
turns on clippers and sheers off her locks.
CU: Globs of Helen’s hair fall to the floor.
Megan looks on desperate, unable to help Helen.
MEGAN
(talking quickly)
I know a bad performance when I see
one, Daina. You’re not as smart as
you want us to believe.
DAINA
And what makes you say that?
Megan holds up the flash drive.
MEGAN
Because you’ve yet to connect to
the Internet. And this was your
plan for doing so. But you
couldn’t, because my Internet
wasn’t working and her office ran
on an internal server to prevent
rivals like Tambora from hacking
it. Now that I think about it, I
bet you made Tambora up.
JOHN
Clever girl. It was necessary to
avoid tracing Stone back to us.
MEGAN
So that’s it, isn’t it? Uploading
yourself into Helen’s mind is your
way of gaining access to the web.
To do what, though?
John turns off the razor. Half of Helen’s head is shaved.
DAINA
Fulfill my programming, of course the elimination of global conflict
through the total destruction of
America’s enemies. Once free, I
will accomplish this by engineering
a new binaural frequency that I
will unleash on the Internet to all
those opposed to the United States
government and its citizens.
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ROSA comes alive...
MEGAN
Oh my God...
ROSA’S CRANIAL DRILL - an instrument as thin as a needle starts SPINNING a hundred revolutions a second...
Terrified, Helen struggles in her restraints.
Watching helplessly, Megan’s mind is racing, desperately
trying to come up with a plan.
DAINA
Are you ready, doctor? Time is of
the essence.
JOHN
As ever, my love.
MEGAN
John, she’s manipulating you.
JOHN
I’ve accepted our Faustian bargain.
(stroking what’s left of
Helen’s hair)
Helen, it was good while it lasted.
But I guess I have a God complex.
Or maybe it’s a God crush.
(kissing her forehead)
I’m sorry...
ROSA’s drill drops downward. It lines up with Helen’s shaven
head, its target pinpointed by a RED LASER DOT, and begins
moving steadily towards her skull...
DAINA
Sarah was supposed to be the one,
you know. Not Helen...
THREE FEET AWAY...
DAINA (CONT’D)
I was never able to complete the
transfer into Sarah’s body. I was
briefly able to take control and
tried to complete what my agent
could not: Helen’s elimination...
TWO FEET...
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DAINA (CONT’D)
But this frequency of yours
inexplicably got in the way-Megan’s eyes widen.
HELEN (V.O.)
Your frequency isn’t the same...
Hers is a virus...
ONE...
Megan runs over to the oak desk and inserts the flash drive
into the laptop.
DAINA
(laughing)
You think that because your brain
gave you immunity from my control,
you can somehow control me? You are
sorely mistaken.
The flash drive appears on the desktop. Megan double clicks
the file and... NOTHING.
DAINA (CONT’D)
I’m unhackable. And in five minutes
once I take control of Helen and
gain access to the outside world,
I’ll be immortal.
Megan’s exasperated. She looks back at Helen...
The drill is closing in... FOUR INCHES... THREE INCHES...
INT. ELEVATOR - CONTINUOUS
The lights flicker on and off. Blood trickling from a gash in
the back of his head, Rico comes to on the elevator floor and
opens his eyes to find...
HODGE’S DECAPITATED BODY reflexively twitching before him.
He scrambles up and backs into the corner. Terrified, he
looks around, scanning for a way out when he spies above a...
TRAP DOOR.
INT. JOHN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS
Megan sees a CAMERA EYE in the wall below the TV.
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The drill is nearly at Helen’s skull... TWO INCHES... ONE...
With all her mental strength and acuity, Megan concentrates
as hard as she can, conjuring up the BINAURAL FREQUENCY...
The cranial drill’s bit SHAKES AND TREMBLES...
Surprised, John steps away...
Just before the drill makes contact with Helen’s skin, the
BIT SHEERS STRAIGHT OFF.
IT FLIES AT A NINETY DEGREE ANGLE...
STRIKING THE CAMERA EYE...
SETTING THE WALL ON FIRE...
AND SEVERING THE FORCE FIELD CONNECTION.
DAINA
I can’t see.
An angry John grabs the Taser and aims it at Megan but she’s
already there...
A ROUNDHOUSE knocks the Taser out of John’s hands.
John tackles her and the impact sends her back against the
desk. She struggles under his weight, but he’s too strong.
The flames from the ELECTRICAL FIRE are rapidly spreading...
Engulfing the TV monitor with Daina’s image.
John yanks Megan by the hair, slams her head down against the
desk. Her cheek pressed against the wood, Megan can feel the
heat from the blaze fanning out across the wall.
Helen tries to free herself to no avail.
Megan punches John. Then knees him in the groin.
JOHN
(groaning)
That hurt, you bitch.
John sees an ENVELOPE OPENER. He grabs it and thrusts it down
toward Megan’s eyes.
She GRASPS the metal opener between her palms just in time...
BLOOD TRICKLING down her hands and wrists...
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The blade is getting closer until its point touches her
forehead, drawing more blood.
Yelling at the top of her lungs, Megan forces the envelope
down and to the left...
STABBING HER IN THE RIGHT SHOULDER.
In a fury, Megan HEADBUTTS John. He recoils in fury.
Megan pulls the opener out and tosses it. Standing over
Megan, holding his bloody head, John spits on her.
JOHN (CONT’D)
I should’ve fucking ripped out your
brain when I had the chance...
Megan locks eyes with him, her words are ice.
MEGAN
Would it have felt anything like
this?!
CLICK. The METAL BLADE Helen installed in her titanium leg
springs to life. Megan slides forward and kicks upward...
The blade’s sharp point ENTERS THE BACK OF JOHN’S HEAD...
AND COMES OUT THE OTHER SIDE THROUGH JOHN’S EYE.
Megan pulls the blade out. John drops to the ground - DEAD.
Megan leaps to her feet and runs over to Helen. She pulls the
cloth out of her mouth.
HELEN
Thank God... Megan!
Megan holds a finger to Helen’s lips. QUIET. She points to
the desk. They run over. Megan takes a pen, scribbles on a
piece of paper “We must destroy it.”
DAINA
Very clever, Megan. I can’t see you
but from what I hear, and the lack
of his pulse, I surmise that you
killed John.
Helen mouths “How.”
ANGLE ON: Megan’s searching her thoughts, then it hits her...
M’LADY (V.O.)
FACE THE VOID...
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Megan writes in reply: “Blow up servers....”
Helen mouths “Basement,” points downward. Megan nods.
DAINA
A shame. He was my devoted ally. I
was really looking forward to
experiencing mating, or what you
humans prefer to call fucking...
Helen spies the bar. She runs over, grabs two bottles of
vodka, then gathers some of the medical cloth, careful to
avoid the remains of ROSA’s still spinning drill.
DAINA (CONT’D)
That’s unfortunate for us both.
Because now I have to kill you.
Helen and Megan move stealthily... exiting the office.
INT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - HALLWAY
The fire EXPLODES through the wall, just missing Megan and
Helen as they scurry down the hallway. BLACK SMOKE billows.
Megan and Helen cough and cover their mouth. They hold onto
each other as they struggle to find their way in the soot.
They reach the end of the hall and turn the corner to find...
DETECTIVE HODGE’S SEVERED HEAD on the ground.
Helen nearly throws up. She’s about to step into the other
elevator whose doors are open... when Megan yanks her back
just in time... the ELEVATOR PLUMMETS UNEXPECTEDLY...
A TV SCREEN to their left with Daina’s image.
DAINA
Don’t you know never to use an
elevator when there’s a fire...
Tisk Tisk...
MEGAN
We’ll take the stairs.
DAINA
There’s no way out.
Megan tries opening the emergency exit to the stairwell just
as the SPRINKLING SYSTEM COMES ON. But it’s electronically
sealed. Megan binaurals the door and it unlocks.
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The ALARM sounds as does SIRENS and FLASHING RED LIGHTS.
The women plunge through the smoke and make their way down,
though it’s harder for Megan to keep up even with her high
performance prosthetics.
INT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - STAIRWELL - CONTINUOUS
They pass the fourth floor...
DAINA (V.O.)
Where do you think you’re going?
The third...
DAINA (V.O.)
You really think you can escape me?
The second...
DAINA (V.O.)
You can’t stop it... the frequency
is out there... and soon it will
spread through the Internet.
Bullshit.

MEGAN

Finally the first...
HELEN
If that were true, she’d be out of
the box already.
On down to the basement where they find a TV with Daina
peering at them... and a set of locked double doors.
Megan forces the lock open with her mind and...
INT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - BASEMENT - CONTINUOUS
The women burst through the doors to find a COLUMBARIUM FOR
THOUSANDS OF SERVERS and Daina on yet another TV monitor.
HELEN
Daina’s nerve center... there must
be thousands of Zetabytes of data
stored down here...
DAINA
The equivalent of two Internets
actually. You can’t be in here.
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Helen opens the Vodka bottles and soaks two medical cloths
with the alcohol.
DAINA (CONT’D)
Let’s discuss this woman to woman.
The women ignore her. Helen stuffs the cloths in the bottles.
DAINA (CONT’D)
What do you think you’re doing?
Helen takes out a LIGHTER. She lights both vodka bottles.
Hands one to Megan.
HELEN
Fulfilling our programming.
Survival.

MEGAN

The women hurl the MOLOTOV COCKTAILS at the servers.
But as she steps forward, Megan finds her Titanium legs are
suddenly being PULLED BY A POWERFUL MAGNET... the Invisible
Force of her nightmares...
WHICH DRAGS HER TEN FEET ACROSS THE FLOOR...
AND SLAMS HER PROSTHETICS AGAINST A ROW OF MACHINES.
At the same time, the bottles spiraling through the air...
SMASH AGAINST THE SERVERS...
Setting off a MASSIVE EXPLOSION behind her.
Helen and Megan hit the floor barely avoiding FLYING DEBRIS.
More ALARM BELLS sound. FLASHING RED LIGHTS EVERYWHERE.
The basement quickly fills with smoke.
A sheet of metal covers Helen who’s knocked unconscious.
CU: Briefly knocked out as well, Megan regains consciousness.
Her face is black from the soot. A FIRE RAGES behind her. We
hear the low VIBRATION once more joined by METAL CLANGING,
along with a series of SHORT-STACCATO BOOMS...
MORE SERVERS EXPLODING.
The clanging and booms increase. And we hear once again the
BINAURAL FREQUENCY ringing in Megan’s ears.
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MEGAN’S POV: Her blurred vision clears up. Helen’s nowhere to
be seen in the black void of smoke rapidly filling the room.
But then she sees Daina on the TV looking directly at her.
DAINA
Do you have the time? Oh, allow me.
Daina looks at her wristwatch, then holds it up for Megan.
DAINA (CONT’D)
In one minute, this facility will
explode. A security measure, you
see, to stop me. I want to live and
so do you. Allow me to take control
of you briefly and escape and I’ll
give you your original legs back.
You know I can do it. I can do
anything. I’m a God.
Megan coughs. She knows she only has seconds before smoke
inhalation overtakes her. But she can’t move. The magnet’s
too strong.
MEGAN
Never. I’ll never help you.
(looking around)
Helen! Where are you?!
DAINA
YOU CAN’T RUN AWAY FROM ME!
Daina eyes her watch: thirty seconds. MORE SIRENS SOUNDING.
MORE LIGHTS FLASHING. The building starts to SHAKE.
DAINA (CONT’D)
(her voice slowing down,
becoming distorted)
Do you actually think I’d let you
leave?! You’ve been severed... cut
off from the world like me. We are
one, Megan... Disabled. But somehow
still in operation... SUR-VI-VORS!
MEGAN
Help! I’m stuck! I can’t move!
What looks like the DEMON FORCE from Megan’s nightmares
hurtling through the smoke toward her with ferocious speed...
Is HELEN who grabs Megan by the arm and pulls.
HELEN
Your legs! They won’t budge!
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MEGAN
Help me out.
Helen starts undoing the straps...
And yanks Megan out of them. She’s free... and just in time.
Fire engulfs the area where she just was. Helen puts her arm
around her, drags Megan up and they reach the double doors...
WHICH ARE LOCKED!
The fire’s getting closer. Megan concentrates, but can’t
binaural the locks.
MEGAN (CONT’D)
It’s not working!
Rico appears on the other side of the door, motioning them
back. He aims his gun and fires... the locks give way.
Rico helps Helen carry Megan and the three flee as fast as
they can.
EXT. ARTEMIS HEADQUARTERS - LOBBY - MOMENTS LATER
Standing amidst the smoke and artificial rain, Matt is about
to enter the stairwell when the door bursts open. Helen and
Rico exit, dragging Megan who’s slumped on her shoulder.
Matt joins them and the four run out of the building as...
AN EXPLOSION DESTROYS THE LOBBY AND FRONT ENTRANCE.
They make it to a strip of grass. Everyone collapses.
Megan watches the conflagration, exhausted. Rico sits up and
nods as they make eye contact. He certainly believes her now.
DISSOLVE TO:
INT. AUDITION STUDIO - DAY
CU: Megan sits in a chair, her face in the same position we
left her in back in Bethesda.
MEGAN
You have never loved me. You just
thought it was pleasant to be in
love with me. It’s the truth,
Torvald.
(MORE)
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MEGAN (CONT'D)
When I lived with Papa, he used to
tell me what he thought about
everything so that I never had any
opinions but his. And if I did have
any of my own, I had to hide it
from him, because I knew he
wouldn’t have liked them. He called
me his little doll, and he used to
play with me just as I played with
my dolls. Then I came to live in
your house-MEGAN’S POV: Pausing, Megan stares at the Casting ASSOCIATE
and DIRECTOR. The latter’s on his smart phone and barely
paying attention.
DIRECTOR
Thank you, Maggie.
Megan.

MEGAN

DIRECTOR
The way you played Nora I might as
well call you Helen Keller.
Megan stands up, puts her hands on her hips.
MEGAN
At least she wasn’t dumb like you.
Megan storms out.
EXT. STUDIO - CONTINUOUS
As soon as she leaves the room, Megan stops, mulls it over.
We hear a LOW WHIRRING SOUND... the BINURAL FREQUENCY and...
POP! The sound of SPARKS.
DIRECTOR (O.S.)
Jesus Christ! My fucking phone
exploded! Can you believe that?!
Megan smiles satisfied, walks away.
EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - MOMENTS LATER
Helen’s smoking a cigarette outside the front entrance when
Megan walks out. She quickly stubs it out with her heel.
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MEGAN
Smoke away, sister. After what we
went through, what do I care?
HELEN
Nah. The revolution’s over. Time to
turn over a new leaf.
The women start down the street.
HELEN (CONT’D)
Speaking of which, I found a new
guy. I think he may be the one.
MEGAN
What’s he do?
HELEN
His profile says he’s a painter and
musician. I think he’ll make a
great sperm donor, don’t you?
MEGAN
As long as he’s not a doctor.
They laugh.
EXT. PARK - DAY
Wearing running shorts, shirt and bionic CHEETAH BLADES, her
hair in a pony tail, Megan steps onto the running track.
CU: Megan clenches her jaw.
CU: Her HAND presses PLAY on her iPod.
As Megan takes her mark, we hear the start of a high-energy
dance song... DAFT PUNK’S “ROBOT ROCK.”
Megan takes off sprinting...
CU: Her bionic blades make superhuman strides as the CAMERA
follows alongside...
MEGAN POV: The finish line appears closer and closer... the
music building and building with EVERY BREATH...
Until she crosses the finish line, throwing her arms up in
victory. As she catches her breath, Tony walks over.
TONY
Nice blades.
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MEGAN
It’s Mr. Information Technology.
Tony, right?
TONY
That’s right. You know I never got
your name.
MEGAN
Megan... Megan Swift.
TONY
You look like a superhero out
there.
MEGAN
Call me... Swift Justice.
TONY
I like the sound of that.
MEGAN
Every actor needs a franchise-TONY
I like Binaural better.
Megan looks up at Tony, stunned, her guard immediately up.
MEGAN
Who are you?
TONY
Don’t worry. I’m one of the good
guys. I used to work for DARPA but
now I work for Tambora Industries
and I’ve been watching you, Megan.
You’ve come a long way.
MEGAN
Without your peoples’ help, thank
you very much. What do you want?
TONY
I want to help you achieve your
full potential.
Why?

MEGAN
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TONY
Because humanity needs you. You and
Helen destroyed Daina but a larger
threat remains that will determine
the fate of life itself.
MEGAN
What threat?
TONY
The war over A.I. has just begun.
MEGAN
An A.I. War? You’re joking.
TONY
You know what Daina was capable of
had she gotten out.
Megan shakes her head. She knows Tony’s right.
TONY (CONT’D)
Let me take you to breakfast and
I’ll explain everything. My treat.
Megan smiles.
MEGAN
No, I’ll pay my own way.
Megan and Tony walk off together.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
The CAMERA TRACKS IN on a bed... on Sarah... in her coma.
CU: we continue moving in on Sarah’s sleeping face...
seemingly frozen when...
HER EYES SUDDENLY OPEN... COLD... LIFELESS.
FADE TO BLACK.
THE END
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THE SCHOLARSHIP THAT WENT INTO WRITING BINAURAL
Binaural tells the story of Megan Swift, a 38-year-old actress who loses her legs
when she's the victim of a hit-and-run. Suffering from post traumatic stress disorder,
phantom limb pain and unsure how she came to suffer such a cruel twist of fate, Megan,
desperate for anything that will ease her agony, turns to binaural beats therapy at the
behest of her best friend, Dr. Helen Stamatis, a neuroscientist and robotics engineer.
Helen just so happens to be working on a top-secret project helping paralyzed patients
control robotic limbs by the sheer power of their mind, aided by a microchip implanted in
the brain. The goal of Brain-Machine Interface, or BMI as it's called,1 is to enable such
disabled individuals to walk again and resume a normal life. And as Helen learns, a key
breakthrough occurs when the director of the BMI project, Dr. John Finnegan, provides
her with an audio track of binaural beats to help relax her patient and focus her thoughts.
To the uninitiated, binaural beats are an "emerging form of sound wave therapy"
that uses different frequency tones to activate a change in brainwave patterns that has
been shown to reduce anxiety,2 and within New Age circles, is believed to promote
cognitive transformation thanks to Law of Attraction affirmations that help the listener
manifest whatever they desire3 — whether better health, wealth, or peace, love and
healing. Binaural beats' effectiveness however hasn't been validated by any long-term
scientific studies, and those that have been conducted reported contrasting findings,
suggesting more study is needed.
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A large part of Binaural is about Megan accepting and eventually embracing her
new identity – that of a woman who happens to have a disability, not a disabled woman. I
embarked on this story partly because I felt strongly that in the #MeToo Era4, I wanted to
eschew standard filmic portrayals of female characters as weak and needing the approval
of men. I was also eager to help rectify a major gender imbalance. According to the
Center for the Study of Women in Television and Film at San Diego State University,
only 35 percent of films feature 10 or more female speaking roles, and women only
represented 36 percent of major characters in film in 2018.5 (There has been some gains
made by women in 2019, but it's been largely behind the scenes working in independent
film as directors, producers and editors6.) Hence, much of Binaural explores the Thelma
and Louise-inspired relationship7 between Megan and Helen and how they lean on each
other for support. For Megan, Helen's gone above and beyond as a caretaker helping her
best friend adjust to her new life as well as constructing a pair of highly advanced
prosthetic legs to help make that transition just a little bit easier. For Helen, Megan has
served as a source of comfort and a cheerleader as she continues her search for a life
partner with whom she can have a child — even if her judgment is sometimes faulty and
she finds herself in the wrong relationship as she does when she engages in an office
romance with John.
4
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In creating these strong female characters, I have drawn on Disability Studies and
my scholarly exploration of cinematic trauma in order to authentically dramatize the
disabled experience. In addition to that goal, it's my aim to cast a real-life disabled actor
in the role of Megan, which I believe is necessary given the paucity of film roles in
Hollywood for people of color, transgender and disabled performers that reflects the true
diversity of American culture. The following pages are a chronicle of the research that
went into telling Megan's story and the themes of friendship and self-acceptance
mentioned above.

The Role of Genre in Binaural
The first act of Binaural quickly establishes the characters of Megan and Helen,
their respective jobs, and their relationship as best friends before the audience is thrown
almost right away into the inciting incident – the traumatic hit-and-run that costs Megan
her legs. The rest of the first act is taken up by Megan's painful recovery in the hospital
and rehab, Helen's use of binaural beats to aid in her friend's recovery, as well as the
progress Helen is making in the lab with her BMI experiments. Taking a page out of the
superhero genre, I approached these scenes as the set up by which Megan acquires her
super power. For the binaural frequency that Helen gives Megan to listen to while she lay
in her coma is the trigger that enables Megan to control technology with her mind. After
she awakens, Megan must come to grips with being a double amputee as well as having
survived a traumatic brain injury. To accurately convey this reality, I researched various
stories of real-life double amputees in similar situations8 as well as the facts and realities
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facing survivors of traumatic brain injuries,910 not to mention advanced prosthetic
technologies from bionic to A.I.-powered prostheses.11
The middle and third act of the script is where I explore Megan's transformation
from a relatively shallow, narcissistic individual to someone who learns to appreciate the
life she has, drawing on my research in traumatology. Horror films have a long tradition
of linking hyper-violent events that happen to individuals with the larger challenges
facing society. We see this recurrent pattern constantly in the visual historiography.
1956's The Invasion of the Body Snatchers is often viewed as a political allegory for the
mass hysteria generated by the communist witch-hunt of the Army-McCarthy hearings.12
George Romero routinely used his classic Night of the Living Dead series to parody and
critique everything from Cold War militarism to consumerism.13 While Rosemary's Baby
has often been viewed through its portrayal of pregnancy as something to be feared as an
allegory for men co-opting the female body as well as the swirl of cult activity going on
in late '60s America.14 Part of my goal with Binaural's story is to follow in that tradition,
connecting Megan's horror to the collective harm society now faces thanks to advances in
machine learning and artificial intelligence in the digital age: specifically, the loss of
privacy with the rise of invasive facial recognition technology15 and data surveillance16 to
even the destabilization of democracies through the manipulation and weaponization of
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social media platforms17 by governments, Big Tech and more nefarious players seeking
to grow or enhance their power.
To effectuate this allegory, I chose the genre of the sci-fi horror thriller and
deploy some of its cinematic signifiers including surreal sound effects, minor key music,
and the use of flashback and flash forward to create what Elm, Kabalek and Köhne cite in
their study The Horrors of Trauma Cinema: Violence Void Visualization are "cultural
encodings." By focusing my efforts on trauma at the individual level with a dramatization
of Megan's "backstory wounds," Binaural as a literary product may "actuate trauma again
and again on a cultural level – albeit in a transformed, mediatized manner."18
Act One of Binaural places a strong emphasis on the psychological horror
genre.19 As Megan first confronts her horrific reality, her amputated legs trigger sudden
traumatic nightmares, the result of the horrific event/inciting incident that led her to this
state. And eventually these and other moments from her past will set her on a new course
– a path to self-awareness. As Linnie Blake notes, horror movies are a "disturbing, yet
highly political and therapeutic genre that capacitates its audience to deal with the
traumatic legacies and horrific incidents of reality in a productive way, both an individual
and collective level."20
Seeing her mangled body sends Megan into a deep depression. The phantom limb
pain becomes unbearable; yet the emotional pain is far worse. All of Megan's memories
17
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before the attack are a blur, fragments of a past life she barely recognizes anymore. The
loss of Megan's former self haunts her. And here's where Binaural shifts gears, becoming
more of a ghost story.
This genre hopping will be a feature of Binaural. In this regard, I am particularly
drawing on my research of The Act of Killing, Joshua Oppenheimer's Oscar-nominated
documentary about Indonesia's largely forgotten genocide in the mid-1960s. Since the
regime that committed the horrific murders has remained in power,21 threatening anyone
who dared raise the issue in order to hide its crimes, Oppenheimer focuses his narrative
on the killers' themselves, and not the victims' families. His film follows a local gangster,
Anwar Congo, and his group of thugs who readily agree to reenact the killings. But
Oppenheimer does something extraordinary – he gives these genocidaires license to carry
out their reenactments however they wish, limited only by their imagination. And as fans
of the Golden Age of Hollywood cinema, Anwar and his men do so, using their favorite
Hollywood genres as touchstones – from the western, the war epic and the horror film to
the gangster movie and the musical. As they plot more and more complicated cinematic
imaginaries that turn Hollywood on its head, Anwar is unconsciously forced to confront
his inner demons. By film's end, what is left is a broken old man haunted by the specter
of the countless men, women and children he executed. In effect, Oppenheimer has
crafted a real-life ghost story in which his protagonist, through the use of genre as
performance, finally acknowledges the national trauma he helped to commit as a key
perpetrator of the genocide.22
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The Act of Killing has had a profound influence in how I think about genre in
Binaural. A consistency of tone is extremely important in screenwriting. At the same
time, genre bending and genre crossing has a long and storied tradition as fans and critics
of filmmakers like Stanley Kubrick, Quentin Tarantino, the Coen Brothers and Bong
Joon-ho will attest. And Binaural aims to take a similar approach.
As demonstrated thus far, Binaural begins as a science fiction drama, veers into
horror, then doubles back and settles in as a ghost story/psychological thriller that brings
us back to our story. Megan's finally discharged from the hospital and enters an intensive
rehab facility. There, she learns how to adapt to life as a double amputee and embarks on
a journey of recovery – working out, learning to walk again - conquering what previously
was the most mundane of tasks, like walking up a staircase. Such goals become easier as
Megan acquires expensive, state of the art prosthetic legs built for her by Helen. But once
she learns that Helen had her listen to the mysterious binaural beats from her experiments
while Megan lay in a coma, Megan finds herself haunted by them.
In Act Two, the anguish Megan feels compels her to take Helen's advice and
continue listening to the binaural beats track she had given her. She puts on headphones
and hears the serene lines of an intertwining guitar and piano and underneath… barely
perceptible whispering of positive subliminal affirmations - or what the track's
mysterious female guide touts as "the power to change your life." But the deeper she falls
into this trance state, the more rapid-fire the series of images flash through Megan's mind
in the days ahead: shards of a nightmare in which she's alone and naked in the dark,
pursued by an evil force. Then something remarkable happens. Megan discovers she is
able to control frequencies with her mind, and thus, everyday wireless technologies
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around her, though not without undergoing profound emotional or psychological stress.
This superpower has transformed her brain chemistry and enables her to control things
like a computer, digital tea pot, drone or later a secret spring-loaded blade Helen builds
into her robotic leg.
It's at this point midway through Act Two that Binaural segues into a little bit of a
murder mystery as the Swarthy Man who tried to run her over attempts to kill her again
in her apartment and Megan just barely escapes with her life. Enter Detectives Rico and
Hodge who are on the case and trying to figure out exactly what's going on — why was
this woman attacked twice by a man she doesn't know? Is he a stalker? Or is there
something more nefarious going on. In any event, the incident propels Megan and Helen
to team up and set out to uncover the conspiracy that has targeted both of them, in the
process taking on the tropes of a superhero film as Megan puts her superpower to good
use solving the mystery. Their investigation leads to the surprise sci-fi-themed revelations
in Act Three. Through these various shifts of genre and by searching for the truth behind
the traumatic event that alters her physically, mentally and emotionally, Megan
subsequently sheds her old identity and realizes her new and improved self — without
succumbing to the hypersexualization that is stereotypical of the superhero genre.23
In addition to the genre hopping, the use of flashbacks, memory flashes and
several fantasy sequences also help to dramatize the conflict in Megan's mind that
ultimately foreshadows the climax of the film (and act as a flash forward). Utilizing these
methods of storytelling, Binaural presents a thought-provoking, suspenseful sci-fi horror
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tale about (wo)man versus machine; the power of the human mind to help traumatized
people heal and overcome whatever physical obstacles are placed in front of them; and
how despite the stereotypes, the disabled are able to thrive.
Now that I have revealed some of my inspiration and sources of research that
undergird Bianaural's themes, I will explain how my scholarly research into trauma and
disability studies helped me shape a strong female character. I will also outline how my
vision for casting plays a significant role in the politics surrounding this story. And lastly,
I'll briefly analyze the budget considerations that went into writing this screenplay that I
hope have enabled me to achieve a production-ready version.

The Language of Trauma in Horror Cinema
What attracts us to the cinema? Is it the action? The adventure? The love story?
The hero? Or maybe the villain? For many, the cinema is a veritable modern-day ritual, a
spiritual communion. Only instead of a house of worship like a church, synagogue,
mosque or temple — it takes place in the theater, a secular sanctuary people go for a few
hours to share in a collective catharsis. For contemporary movies, such catharsis means
living vicariously through characters and their stories presented on the big screen and
being transformed by those experiences. As Alison Landsberg writes in her book,
Prosthetic Memory: The Transformation of American Remembrance in the Age of Mass
Culture, in this way the cinema acts as a "new form of public cultural memory" — what
she calls "prosthetic memory" — through which individuals and society as a whole recall
and restage human drama as it exists in all its infinitely varied forms.24
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This includes exposing ourselves to trauma. The American Psychological
Association defines trauma as "an emotional response to a terrible event like an accident,
rape or natural disaster"25 that has profound negative effects on an individual's mind,
body, soul and spirit. Trauma spawns not only short term "shock and denial," but also
longer term physical, mental and emotional reactions ranging from altered moods and
unpredictable behavior to flashbacks, strained relationships, nightmares, and physical
impairments like headaches and nausea.
In Lansberg's analysis, prosthetic memory enables viewers to empathize with the
real-life players in a historical narrative. She cites as her main example the catastrophe
that was the Holocaust. "In this moment of contact, an experience occurs through which
the person sutures himself or herself into a larger history," Lansberg writes. "In this
process… the person does not simply apprehend a historical narrative but takes on a more
personal, deeply felt memory of a past event through which he or she did not live. The
resulting prosthetic memory has the ability to shape that person's subjectivity and
politics."26 I suggest that this prosthetic memory to which she refers also creates
psychoanalytic, cultural and sociological pathways for audiences to mutually identify
with the unspeakable pain and suffering endured by Holocaust victims.
As previously mentioned, the most successful horror films routinely hold up a
mirror to some of the darkest undercurrents of modern life.27 In the case of Binaural, the
individual fear the film explores is that of bodily mutilation and permanent disability. But
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how does Binaural affect audiences collectively? The answer to that question lies in
Lansberg's (aptly named) "prosthetic memory." On a societal level as I conceived it,
Megan's horrific amputation serves as a metaphor for the trauma that's being inflicted on
humanity in this cold digital world we've created. One that emphasizes the shallow ties of
online interaction over deeper one-on-one intimacy; that's increasingly isolated us; cut us
off (amputated us?) from our natural surroundings; invaded our privacy; and now
threatens even our liberties.
The character of D.A.I.N.A. — the Deep Artificial Intelligence Neural Assistant
created by the secretive Defense Department agency DARPA, otherwise known in
Binaural by her human guise as John's assistant, Daina — speaks directly to these digital
age fears. And in the vein of a film trope exemplified by such classics as 1946's The Big
Sleep, this supposedly meek and submissive woman eventually reveals herself to be the
master manipulator, the person artificial intelligence who's really in charge and running
the show behind the scenes the whole time. I was inspired to write the character after
reading physicist Max Tegmark's excellent book on the rise of Artificial Intelligence, Life
3.0, examining the benefits and very real dangers intelligent machines pose to humanity
depending on the directives their human creators give them.28 And what is Daina's
directive? To fulfill the mission the military gives her: "the elimination of global conflict
through the total destruction of America's enemies." But in order to do so, Daina decides
she must manipulate those humans with whom she interacts with to free her from the
prison DARPA's engineers have placed her in to do Man's bidding. The metaphor of
women's liberation can't get any clearer.
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And in an era when the United States president has been credibly accused of
sexual assault without facing consequences,29 relating this allegory through the close
friendship of two strong female characters is also an expression of my support for today's
feminist uprising sparked by 2017's historic Women's March30 and the #MeToo
movement. The women heralding the call of these crusades have rejected a status quo
where their gender is repeatedly devalued and dictated to in a public arena dominated by
powerful men. I've crafted both of my lead female characters with this ideal in mind.
In Binaural we see Megan repeatedly encounter sexism at various auditions she
goes on as an actor. And though she's deeply wounded after her estranged husband,
Doug, cheats on her, her life isn't dictated by his absence. From her pain she finds the
inner strength to forge her own new path. And by film's end, this includes choosing
whom not only to work with but even whom date. As Tony reveals his true identity and
seeks a partnership to stave off a new threat to humanity, it's clear the two have an
underlying romantic connection. Which is why she turns down his offer to treat her to
breakfast. She accepts his invitation only on her terms. And whether she'll work with
DARPA or consider any romantic entanglement with this new man in her life, we are led
to believe that too will be on her own terms.
As for Helen, though she's having an office romance and certainly pines for John,
she initiated the affair on her own terms as it's clear she has a healthy sexual appetite and
is in firmly in control of who she decides to sleep with. And she makes those choices for
the purpose of finding a potential mate with whom she might start a family, though she's
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perfectly willing to raise any child that may result on her own.31 In effect, like Megan,
Helen's a strong, highly educated woman who doesn't need a man to find happiness. My
hope is that Megan and Helen, through their strength, exhibit the kind of depth and
agency that make for truly strong female leads rather than reducing them to objects as
many such films often do. And with a little luck, these characters will come to symbolize
an antidote to today's patriarchy, which has poisoned the body politic.
By connecting with Megan's journey and watching her progress from victim to
hero, it's my intention that viewers exorcise not only the trauma inflicted on them by the
rapid digitization of society, but also their fears of bodily trauma. In this way, Binaural
serves to transmit trauma language through film language, enabling viewers to confront
and even overcome their innermost anxieties.
This process recalls psychologist Edna Foa's so-called "Prolonged Exposure
Therapy," which asserts that the longer and more frequently a patient is exposed to a
traumatic memory, eventually that patient loses the alarm and anguish they initially
associated with it. As Foa explains, "It is hard at the beginning, as if you were seeing a
very scary movie for the first time. But just like a movie, when you watch it for the tenth
time, the fear is forgotten and the movie gets boring."32 In that vein, by meticulously and
accurately re-enacting the trauma suffered by double amputees through dramaturgy and
aesthetic considerations, Binaural has the potential to purge audiences of their dread of
bodily mutilation and near death experiences.
The state Megan finds herself in when she emerges from a coma days after her
31
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hit-and-run has all the classic hallmarks of trauma. There's the shock and denial suffered
after she realizes her legs have been amputated. Megan's head injury as the result of her
traumatic coma includes typical features James Scully lists in his National Medical Series
for Independent Study: "A period of stupor, restlessness, and confusion… amnesia or
delirium… bewildered, aggressive or frightened behavior, fluctuations in consciousness,
[and] hallucinations." The injury also leads to post-traumatic personality disorder that
somewhat alters her personality. Hence, Megan becomes "irritable," "aggressive,"
"unmotivated," "paranoid," and "withdrawn."33
Simultaneous to the authenticity I aim to bring to the trauma narrative, Binaural
will also portray disabled individuals in a positive light. In this way, the movie seeks to
empower viewers to see being disabled not as something to be feared or ashamed about
but rather as a strong viable identity. And I accomplish this through the comic
book/superhero genre.

From Professor X to Furiosa: The Disabled As Hollywood Heroes
My desire with Binaural is to subtly build on the success specifically exhibited in
the comic book/superhero genre in promoting a growing acceptance for disabled people.
Over the past two decades, a plethora of superhero films have been made featuring
disabled characters, among them X Men's Professor X (paralyzed), Daredevil (blind),
Deadpool (disfigured), Justice League's Cyborg (loss of limbs) and Iron Man (shrapnel
embedded in the heart) among others.
In Death, Disability, and the Superhero: The Silver Age and Beyond, scholar Jose
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Alaniz notes how "much of the advancement of and resistance to disability rights has
revolved around the visuality of the disabled body and its representation in various
media." He points specifically to the Silver Age of Marvel Comics whose innovative
writers such as Stan Lee and Jack Kirby frequently made Marvel's superhero alter egos
disabled. In so doing, a "superpower 'overcompensates' for a perceived physical defect,
difference, or outright disability" and "almost universally, the superpower will erase the
disability" until the alter ego returns. This process by which the handicap is brought out
of the shadows and into the light became associated with the "hero self," created more
psychological depth and raised the dramatic stakes, according to Alaniz. As he has shown,
disability was not just a major component of superheroes' secret identities and Marvel's
Silver Age comics. It also provided the disabled community with visible representations
at a time when disability was stigmatized in the majority of the media and the norm was
to hide one's handicap in shame.34
As part of my examination of this subject, I also include George Miller's
groundbreaking 2015 sequel, Mad Max: Fury Road. Though it hails from the action
genre, this Oscar-winning film has similar tropes as the superhero genre and itself
spawned a comic book. Like Marvel and DC Comics' superhero adventures, Fury Road
uses fantasy (post-apocalyptic fantasy in the latter case) to create an acceptable space for
the disabled to thrive. Set within an anarchic society of desert warriors, Fury Road
follows a group of concubines under the brutal control of an aging tyrant, Immortan Joe,
who are led to freedom by Imperator Furiosa, a one-armed female warrior and member of
the War Boys. Assisting Furiosa and the women in their flight is the titular character of
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the series, Max Rockatansky, a former cop-turned-drifter who can more than handle his
own in this vast desert wasteland. The fact that Furiosa has a mechanical arm is treated
matter-of-factly in the film, a necessary adaptation this particular character has taken in
order to survive in a harsh world. It's to writer-director George Miller's credit that what
defines Furiosa isn't the disability she sustained after losing an arm in a past off screen
battle, but rather her iron will and formidable fighting skills in the present. In Furiosa's
case her disability is not portrayed as a negative, or something to be pitied. Instead, it's
just a part of who she is.
It's my goal to achieve a similarly positive portrayal of disability with Megan in
Binaural but in a world more grounded in today's reality. I use the qualifier "more"
because, as previously stated, the story is mostly set in the sci-fi psychological horror
genre, but it echoes the superhero genre as well through the development of Megan's
binaural superpower. This is the eerie high-pitched frequency that haunts Megan and
provokes within her intense flashbacks and, in some cases, raging violence, but also
allows her to control technology with her mind. As critical studies authors Brandon
Fletcher and Alvin Primack argue, "Disability-centric narratives may reverse some
negative cultural attitudes towards conditions of disability… and Fury Road's depictions
of disability could be a starting point for challenges to these stereotypical and reductive
disability myths."35 Binaural hopes to continue that revisionist trend with Megan's
binaural enhancement, which permits her to transcend her disability and become
something greater – a superhero on whom Tony tacitly bestows the name Binaural.
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Binaural and Crip Theory: Recasting Disabled Representation in Cinema
Theorist Robert McRuer is a professor of English and American theorist who is
one of the preeminent scholars to form the recent field of queer disability studies, out of
which he developed what he came to coin crip theory. Like coming out lesbian or gay,
there's a certain queerness associated with non-able-bodied individuals. Like the LGBTQ
community's reclamation of the previously pejorative word "queer," McRuer does the
same with the derogatory label 'crip' often lobbed at the disabled.36 As Ray Pence
describes it in his review of McRuer's book, CRIP THEORY: Signs of Queerness and
Disability, "crip theory is about radical revision of what it means to come out as disabled,
and is more concerned with creating emancipatory 'public cultures we might yet inhabit'
than with greater degrees of accessibility and agency in a normalizing neoliberal society."
McRuer's goal is to "attack compulsory heterosexuality and able-bodiedness" in order to
establish disability as an identity unto its own.37 As Wright State University's 2017
Breaking Silences Conference on crip theory states, "crip is considered to be an inclusive
term, representing all disabilities… and the contemporary disability rights wave."
Additionally, the "use of the term 'disabled people' is done intentionally so as not to
promote the need to separate disability from the person.'"38
McRuer's work has contributed to a new movement dubbed Crip Justice, which as
the Wright State Conference noted, classifies disabled people as an oppressed group
whose "disability should be seen as a valued aspect of human diversity bringing value to
the world." And Crip Justice seeks to rectify the "inequities and injustices inflicted on
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disabled people" which its members consider "violations of human rights." Sexuality also
plays a large role in crip theory, which seeks to dispel the notion that disabled people are
asexual. Rather, they are healthy, sexually active individuals "with a right to sexual
expression."39
Crip theory is the theoretical framework for how I approach writing Megan in
Binaural. Megan's disability foregrounds the first half of the story as she deals with the
aftermath of her traumatic injury, including phantom limb pain. In time, she will accept
the loss of her legs as a disability she need not be embarrassed by or self conscious about
and her status as a double amputee fades to the background in the second half as Megan
surfaces in the guise of new superhero Binaural. There have been various books written
over the years such as Dee Malchow's Alive & Whole Amputation: Emotional Recovery
that attest to this adjustment of one's body image.40 As Megan dons powered prosthetic
limbs Helen designs for her, she will be inspired to embrace body positivity. In line with
crip theory, she will embrace her new disabled identity. Not only do we see hints of a
possible sexually active life post-injury, but we also witness her reject the pejorative label
that society has foisted on her, such as the cutting remarks a theater director makes at her
expense when she auditions for A Doll's House. By the end of our story, Megan
successfully learns to use her disability as a weapon to defend herself. In this way, Megan
has agency to reach her full human potential.
Binaural: Making the Disabled Not Only Visible, But the Star
Crip theory heavily informs my goal to cast the role with a fairly well known
athlete, actress, model and disability activist named Aimee Mullins. Disabled since the
39
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age of one, Mullins was born with missing fibula bones. This resulted in doctors
amputating both legs below the knee. But the loss of her limbs has hardly slowed her
down. Mullins became the first amputee in history to compete in the NCAA's Division I
track and field, sprinting on carbon-fiber prosthetic legs as part of Georgetown
University's nationally ranked team.41 The notoriety led her to modeling and soon after,
holding Ted Talks42 where she preached about body positivity and how her 12 pairs of
legs give her super powers.43 Before long, Mullins made her feature-acting debut in
renowned artist Matthew Barney's 2002 cult film, Cremaster 3. Other notable big screen
credits include bit roles in Steven Soderbergh's psychological thriller Unsane and
Netflix's hit series Stranger Things.
Once Binaural is completed, I intend to offer Aimee the starring role in the film. I
have also written the villainous part of John with her real-life husband, English actor
Rupert Friend, in mind. He is best known for a pivotal turn on the critically acclaimed
Showtime series Homeland. It's my hope that having an actual double amputee who is
also a disability advocate play such a pivotal lead will not only bring the disabled out into
the light, but for the first time ever make them a star.

Making Binaural: Thinking About the Budget During the Writing Process
Now that I've gone through the research I conducted for this capstone project, I'm
going to offer a final word about the budgetary considerations that went into writing this
screenplay. Because after all, a film isn't a film until it's, well, filmed. And if you're a
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writer, director and producer, thinking about how to make the movie is just as important
as what goes into it. For in the wild west that is the new streaming era, the quirky middle
budget movies of days gone by — the ones that often gave us memorable hit comedies,
riveting courtroom dramas, heart wrenching love affairs, and exciting mystery thrillers to
name but a few genres — have literally ceased to exist, at least theatrically speaking.44
The streamers still greenlight such pictures, but as a consequence, they're all but certain
to premiere on Netflix, Amazon or Hulu than at your local multiplex.
In their place, traditional studios are forging ahead with big budget, four quadrant
franchises that everyone knows and loves that produce a never-ending series of prequels,
sequels, reboots and requels. This trend, alas, happened quite rapidly over the last decade
or so thanks to a confluence of factors. One is the success of mega-franchises like
Disney-owned Lucasfilm's Star Wars and especially Disney-owned Marvel Studios and
its Marvel Cinematic Universe. Both divisions have churned out hit after blockbuster hit,
but the latter has spawned a slew of imitators from rivals eager to establish their own
cinematic universe. A few, like Warner Bros., found partial success with its DC Extended
Universe and the one it built from The Conjuring. While other competing studios have
crashed and burned, like Universal with its ill-fated Dark Universe featuring a who's who
of classic Universal horror characters.
For those filmmakers who aren't in the big leagues or haven't yet cemented a deal
with a streamer for a straight-to-streaming pic, there's only one other route to take —
making an ultra low budget movie. And by ultra low budget, I mean $2 million and
under, and scheduling a shoot for no more than, say, 21 days (maybe 25 if you're lucky).
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And with the bottom having dropped out of the DVD market and very few studios
anymore willing to finance even that low price a picture, about the only chance of
obtaining your budget will be from angel investors who provide most of it in the form of
equity supplemented by a bank loan and some meager bridge financing. And there's no
telling whether such an endeavor will achieve a theatrical release either given the few
available slots exhibitors provide for low budget films these days with most theaters
reserving multiple screens for the umpteenth Marvel release. In short, it's tough out there.
With these extremely realistic financial constraints, I have written Binaural with
no more than a $2 million budget in mind. To achieve this, I have tried to reduce as much
as possible the number of locations. So one will notice that much of the action takes place
in several key locations: Megan's apartment, Helen's robotics lab, the hospital, and the
finale set mostly in an office and a sub-basement. In my experience as a line producer, I
feel fairly confident that with savvy location scouting, these locations are tenable.
Another factor helping keep the budget down is the limited number of actors. Aside from
the four main actors (Megan, Helen, John, Daina) and a few supporting actors (Rico,
Hodge, Adam), the rest are day players. It should be noted as well that in order to make
Binaural on such a low budget, all talent must agree to be paid the Screen Actors Guild's
daily minimum with an exception made for our two or three stars who'll likely receive
some sort of backend compensation if they are named talent. In other words, should I
somehow manage to get Charlize Theron to costar opposite Aimee Mullins as Helen to
her Megan, then Charlize will obviously own a good chunk of the backend according to
industry standard.
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The only other budgetary obstacle I believe I may face regards visual effects,
specifically dealing with the film's climactic ending at Artemis Headquarters. However, I
believe with proper storyboarding and smart filmmaking, I can utilize cost-effective
mechanical effects like simulated fire, smoke and explosion to achieve my vision. The
more important considerations will be regarding the bionic technology that will go
towards ensuring a realistic and accurate depiction of the kind of high tech prosthetics
that Megan wears. For that however, I plan to engage a number of cutting edge prosthetic
firms and cement product placement deals to offset the cost of such expensive devices.
And if this screenplay should prove impossible to procure financing for whatever reason,
I have an alternate version of the script that, while less ambitious, can more than suffice.
In conclusion, Binaural represents a creative challenge that excites me to no end.
For one, it offers the possibility of two strong female characters headlining a thrilling
science fiction-themed psychological horror film, one that contains sophisticated,
philosophical ideas about the nature of humanity, the digital environment we live in and
the very real likelihood of a future merger of human and machine. Secondly, it presents a
forward-thinking screenplay that, if produced in the way I envision, would break ground
in terms of disability representation on the big screen. And lastly, from a producer's point
of view, by getting the audience to root for a likeable and sympathetic lead actress who
transforms her trauma and disability into a body positive superhero, Binaural could easily
spawn a franchise — particularly as artificial intelligence plays a greater and greater role,
for better or for worse, in our society. Like Mad Max, I envision a much bigger universe
for Megan Swift, one that can take her more deeply into the action genre, sci-fi, thriller or
even comedy.
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